UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
COMMENCEMENT AT CARDINAL STADIUM

MAY 7 - 9, 2021
A Brief History of the University of Louisville

The University of Louisville traces its roots to 1798 when the Jefferson Seminary was established.

During the early 19th century, the growing importance of river navigation, coupled with a strategic location at the falls of the Ohio River, made Louisville a commercial hub for the South and West. As the city’s population and economy grew, so did the demand for higher education.

In 1837, the Louisville Medical Institute opened for its first class, and the next year the city created the Louisville Collegiate Institute. In 1846, the General Assembly merged the Medical and Collegiate Institutes as the University of Louisville. The Assembly created a common board of trustees, but each division retained financial autonomy. The Medical School prospered and a newly added School of Law brought in a number of students. By the 1880s and 1890s however, the University felt some pressure from education reformers who not only believed schools should employ full-time instructors, but also advocated well-enforced, national standards for academic training. In 1907, this trend contributed to the revival of the College of Arts and Sciences. Over the next three decades, the University added new programs - the Graduate School (1915), the School of Dentistry (1916), the Speed Scientific School (1928), the Louisville Municipal College (1931), the School of Music (1932), and the Kent School of Social Work (1936).

World War II and the postwar era brought major changes to the University of Louisville. Shortly after the war, the movement began to close the all black Louisville Municipal College and desegregate the University on all levels. This was accomplished in 1950 and 1951. The School of Business was established in 1953. In 1965, a governor’s task force suggested the possibility of the University’s joining the state system of higher education, which it did five years later. Since 1968 the University has added several new academic units including the School of Education (1968), the School of Nursing (1979), the School of Allied Health Sciences (1996-2002) and the School of Public Health and Information Sciences (2002).

For an institution over two hundred years old, the University of Louisville shows no signs of its age nor any signs of letting up. It is prospering now more than ever. As Kentucky’s second largest university, UofL has become a leader in addressing the needs of Kentucky’s and the nation’s metropolitan areas. Its focus on research, as well as its commitment to students, alumni and the community, are keys to this success. The University of Louisville looks forward to great and lasting accomplishments in its third century of providing higher education.
University-wide Ceremony #1

Friday, May 7, 2021 • 7:00 PM

Commencement Concert  6:30–7:00 p.m.

Louisville Brass ..................Reese Land, Alex Schwarz, Bruce Heim, Brett Shuster, and Clinton McCanless

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale ...........................................Kent Hatteberg
                          Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  7:00 p.m.

Presiding – Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal.................................Michael Mardis
                             Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Commencement Processional
  The audience is requested to remain seated during the Processional, which begins after the
Commencement Concert.

Welcome...............................................................................................................................Mary Nixon, Chair, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address...........................................................................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Introduction of Banner Bearers.........................................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                             Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker.........................................................Lori Gonzalez
                             Executive Vice President and University Provost

Student Commencement Address.........................................................................................Aliyah Brutley, College of Arts & Sciences

Recognition of Faculty.................................................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                             Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of Degree Candidates.......................................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                             Executive Vice President and University Provost

Induction into the Alumni Association............................................................Tommy Nolan, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates............................................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Alma Mater and Alumni Song...............................................................................................James Powell, JBSSE’47
                             John Newton Young, A&S
                             (Audience and Ensemble)
University-wide Ceremony #2

Saturday, May 8, 2021 • 10:00 A.M.

Commencement Concert  9:30-10:00 a.m.

Louisville Brass ..............................Reese Land, Alex Schwarz, Bruce Heim, Brett Shuster, and Clinton McCanless

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale ..................................................Kent Hatteberg
  Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  10:00 a.m.

Presiding – Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal ....................................................................................................................Michael Mardis
  Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Commencement Processional
  The audience is requested to remain seated during the Processional, which begins after the
  Commencement Concert.

Welcome ............................................................................................................................Mary Nixon, Chair, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address .........................................................................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Introduction of Banner Bearers .......................................................................................Lori Gonzalez
  Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker ....................................................Lori Gonzalez
  Executive Vice President and University Provost

Student Commencement Address ....................................................................................Brianna Blasi, College of Business

Recognition of Faculty .......................................................................................................Lori Gonzalez
  Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of Degree Candidates ....................................................................................Lori Gonzalez
  Executive Vice President and University Provost

Induction into the Alumni Association ............................................................................Tommy Nolan, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates ............................................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Alma Mater and Alumni Song ..........................................................................................James Powell, JBSSE’47
  John Newton Young, A&S
  (Audience and Ensemble)
University-wide Ceremony #3

Saturday, May 8, 2021 • 4:00 P.M.

Commencement Concert  3:30–4:00 p.m.

Louisville Brass .......................Reese Land, Alex Schwarz, Bruce Heim, Brett Shuster, and Clinton McCanless

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale ........................................Kent Hatteberg
                        Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  4:00 p.m.

Presiding – Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal .................................................................Michael Mardis
                          Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Commencement Processional
  The audience is requested to remain seated during the Processional, which begins after the
  Commencement Concert.

Welcome .................................................................Mary Nixon, Chair, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address .................................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Introduction of Banner Bearers .................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                          Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker .................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                          Executive Vice President and University Provost

Student Commencement Address .................................................................Murphy Lamb, School of Music

Recognition of Faculty .................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                          Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of Degree Candidates .................................................................Lori Gonzalez
                          Executive Vice President and University Provost

Induction into the Alumni Association .................................................................Tommy Nolan, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates .................................................................Neeli Bendapudi, PhD, President

Alma Mater and Alumni Song .................................................................James Powell, JBSSE’47
                          John Newton Young, A&S
                          (Audience and Ensemble)
University of Louisville Deans

Craig Blakely
Dean, School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Gerry Bradley
Dean, School of Dentistry

Emmanuel Collins
Dean, J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Colin Crawford
Dean, Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Paul Demarco, Jr.
Acting Dean, The Graduate School

Teresa Reed
Dean, School of Music

Robert Fox, Jr.
Dean, University Libraries

Toni Ganzel
Dean, School of Medicine

Sonya Hardin
Dean, School of Nursing

David Jenkins
Dean, Kent School of Social Work

David Owen
Interim Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

Amy Lingo
Interim Dean, College of Education and Human Development

Michael Mardis
Dean, Student Affairs

Todd Mooradian
Dean, College of Business

Chief Administrative Officers

Lori Gonzalez, Executive Vice President and University Provost

Kevin Gardner, Executive Vice President for Research and Innovation

Daniel Durbin, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration

Angela Curry, General Counsel and Vice President for Legal Affairs

Jasmine Farrier, Vice President for University Advancement

Toni Ganzel, Vice President for Academic Medical Affairs

Rehan Khan, Vice President for Information Technology Services

Michael Mardis, Vice President for Student Affairs

Mary Elizabeth Miles, Vice President for Human Resources

Sandy Russell, Vice President for Risk Management, Audit, & Compliance

Michael Wade Smith, Vice President for External Affairs and Chief of Staff

Vincent Tyra, Vice President for Athletics

John Drees, Senior Associate Vice President for Communications & Marketing

Faye Jones, Senior Associate Vice President for Diversity & Equity

Mark Watkins, Chief Operations Officer

Shannon Rickett, Assistant Vice President for Government Relations
Board of Trustees
Mary R. Nixon, Chair
Raymond Burse, Vice Chair
Diane Medley, Treasurer
Scott Brinkman, Secretary
John E. Chilton
Sabrina Collins
Alfonso Cornish
Diane L. Porter
James M. Rogers
David Schultz
John D. Smith
Sherrill Zimmerman

President’s Council
Charlie Dahlem, Chair
Karen Abrams
Marie Abrams
Ronald Abrams
Claire Alagia
Pat Alagia
Dana Allen
James Allen
Robert Allison
Joe Artery
Daniel Ash
LouAnn Atlas
Bob Ayotte
Mac Barr
Martin Bell
Robert Benson
Larry Benz
Donald Berg
Bonita Black
Neville Blakemore
Dale Boden
Hal Bomar
Phil Bond
Olga Booher
Lewis Borders
Carl Brazley
Ernest Brooks
Mac Brown
Mike Brown
J. Michael Brown
Sherman Brown
Kelly Burke
Wilson Chan
Malcolm Chancey
Naveed Chowhan
Toni Clem
Ann Cobb
Martha Cooke
Everett Cowan
William Darragh
Scott Davis
Tonya Dees
Chuck Denny
Bobby DeWeese
Frank Doheny
Laurel Doheny
Joe Dougherty
Tom Drexlner
Bruce Dudley
Welby Edwards
Larry Ethridge
Scott Ferguson
Carl Fischer
Greg Fischer
Clint Follette
Marcus Folmar
Jean Frazier
Kevin Fuqua
Steve Gault
David George
Salem George
Eugene Gilchrist
Edward Glasscock
Kimberly Gorski
Julie Gray
Nat Green
Ollie Green
Mary Moss Greenebaum
Julie Guenthner
Ali Haider
Daniel Hall
Luke Hancock
Maggie Payette Harlow
Blake Hasleton
Dennis Heishman
Audwin Helton
Bruce Henderson
Mike Hendricks
Allen Hertzman
Henry Heuser
Katheryn Higgins
John Huber
Greg Inman
Scott Jones
Steve Jones, Sr.
Steve Jones, Jr.
Jan Karzen
Blanche Kitchen
Bob Koetter
Don Kohler
Bob Kohn
Shelley Kusman
Brian Lavin
Jon Mapp
Ron Mazzoli
John McCall
Martin McClelland
Tom Meeker
Tim Mulloy
Deb Murphy
George Nichols
Tommy Nolan
Kent Oyler
Thomas Payette
Winston Pittman
Marty Polio
Marie Porter
Joe Rapport
Sam Rechter
Dana Reinhardt
Bill Renda
Ben Richmond
Eddy Roberts
Elaine Robinson
Ben Ruiz
Mike Rust
Ruth Ryan
Bill Samuels
Robert Samuels
Lalit Sarin
Todd Schmiedeler
Denise Sears
Michael Seeber
Butch Shaw
Kevin Shurn
George Siemens
Ben Small
Sandy Metts Snowden
Joe Steier
Bill Stone
Raymond Strothman
James (Jimmie) Strull
Jim Sublett
Dick Swope
Dan Tafel
Sandy Talbott
Sue Tamme
Kiel Thomson
Steve Trager
Daniel Ulmer
Colin Underhill
Todd Underhill
Jerry Ward
Curtis Warfield
Louis Waterman
Barbara Weakley-Jones
Susan Weiss
Beverly Wheatley
Mark Wheeler
Mary Gwen Wheeler
Dick Wilson
Andrea Rice Woolfolk
Ron Wright
Sherrill Brakmeier
Zimmerman

University of Louisville Foundation, Inc.
Keith M. Sherman, Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer

Board of Directors
Earl Reed, Chair
Ken Payne, Vice Chair
James Boone, Secretary
David Anderson
Neeli Bendapudi
Paul Carrico
John E. Chilton
Sabrina Collins
Jill Force
David M. Krebs
Larry McDonald
Mark Nickel
Mary Nixon
James Rogers
David Schultz
John D. Smith
John Thompson
Kentucky Federal Delegation
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, United States Senator
The Honorable Rand Paul, United States Senator
The Honorable James Comer, United States Congressman
The Honorable Brett Guthrie, United States Congressman
The Honorable John Yarmuth, United States Congressman
The Honorable Thomas Massie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Harold Rogers, United States Congressman
The Honorable Andy Barr, United States Congressman

Commonwealth of Kentucky Elected Officials
The Honorable Andrew G. Beshear, Governor
The Honorable Jacqueline Coleman, Lieutenant Governor
The Honorable Robert Stivers II, President of the Senate
The Honorable David Osborne, Speaker of the House
The Honorable John D. Minton Jr., Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Kentucky

Louisville Metropolitan Caucus Members

Senators
Julie Raque Adams  
Denise Harper Angel  
Karen Berg  
Jimmy Higdon  
Paul Hornback  
Morgan McGarvey  
Gerald A. Neal  
Dennis Parrett

Representatives
Tina Bojanowski  
Kevin Bratcher  
Thomas J. Burch  
McKenzie Cantrell  
Jeffrey Donohue  
Jim Duplessis  
Julie Raque Adams  
Denise Harper Angel  
Karen Berg  
Jimmy Higdon  
Paul Hornback  
Morgan McGarvey  
Gerald A. Neal  
Dennis Parrett

Louisville-Jefferson County Metro Elected Officials
The Honorable Greg Fischer, Mayor

Council on Postsecondary Education
Aaron Thompson, President  
Muhammad Babar  
Ron C. Beal  
Colby Birkes  
Eric G. Farris  
Jason Glass  
Lori Harper  
Karyn Hoover  
Lucas Mentzer  
Kristi P. Nelson  
Richard Nelson  
Vidya Ravichandran  
Madison Silvert  
Doris Carson Thomas  
Robert H. Staat  
Kevin Weaver  
Carol Wright

Metro Council
David James, President  
Brent Ackerson  
Cassie Chambers  
Armstrong  
Jecorey Arthur  
Stuart Benson  
Rick Blackwell  
Keisha Dorseay  
Robin Engel  
Madonna Flood  
Cindi Fowler  
Mark Fox  
Nicole George  
Jessica Green  
Bill Hollander  
Kevin Kramer  
Paula McCraney  
Pat Mulvihill  
Marilyn Parker  
James Peden  
Anthony Piagentini  
Donna Purvis  
Scott Reed  
Barbara Shanklin  
Amy Holton Stewart  
Kevin Triplett  
Markus Winkler
Spring 2021 Student Speaker Nominees and Banner Bearers

The following students were named by their respective deans as the banner bearers and nominees for student speaker for the university-wide commencement ceremony. Students were selected for best exemplifying the college or school in scholarship, leadership and service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>College/Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicole “Claire” Jackson</td>
<td>The Graduate School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliyah D’Rae Brutley</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Marie Gray</td>
<td>Kent School of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Reed</td>
<td>School of Dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerby Taylor Standifer</td>
<td>Louis D. Brandeis School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Hoerter</td>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmani Ochoa</td>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Metzger</td>
<td>J.B. Speed School of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Lamb*</td>
<td>School of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Blasi*</td>
<td>College of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivanna Paola Duran</td>
<td>College of Education and Human Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynsey Crumbie</td>
<td>School of Public Health and Information Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Speakers
Neeli Bendapudi, PhD

President

Neeli Bendapudi is the 18th President of the University of Louisville. Selected by the UofL Board of Trustees in April 2018, Bendapudi came to Louisville from the University of Kansas where she served as Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor. Since becoming President, Bendapudi has worked toward making the university a great place for students to learn, a great place for faculty and staff to work, and a great place for alumni and the community to invest. Under her leadership, the university will celebrate diversity, foster equity and strive for inclusion.

She earned her PhD in marketing from the University of Kansas and has teaching experience at Texas A&M University and The Ohio State University. Bendapudi returned to KU in 2011 to become the School of Business dean and H.D. Price Professor of Business. During her career, she has taught at the undergraduate, MBA, Executive MBA and PhD levels and received numerous college, university and national teaching awards.

Bendapudi specializes in the study of consumer behavior in service contexts. Her research deals with customers’ willingness and ability to maintain long-term relationships with firms and with the brands and employees that represent them. Her research has been published in the Journal of Academic Medicine, Harvard Business Review, Journal of Marketing (where she also served on the editorial board), Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Retailing, Journal of Service Research and in the proceedings of various national and international conferences. Her work has been featured in popular media outlets including The New York Times, CNBC, CNN, MSNBC, WebMD and Fox News Network.

Previously, she served as chief customer officer of the Huntington National Bank and was actively involved in business outreach through consulting and executive education programs. A highly sought-after keynote speaker, she has addressed national and international audiences for many companies, trade groups and organizations.

Bendapudi sits on the Board of Directors of publicly held company Lancaster Colony Corporation and has sat on several non-profit organization boards, including MRIGlobal, an independent research institute. She is a former Leadership Foundation Fellow of the International Women’s Forum, one of a select group of women selected worldwide for this prestigious honor.

She is married to Venkat Bendapudi. Their daughter, Sirisha, is married to Kyle Ladd.
Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD

Executive Vice President and University Provost

Lori Stewart Gonzalez, Ph.D., serves as the executive vice president and university provost for the University of Louisville. Dr. Gonzalez received her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Kentucky in speech-pathology and audiology. She received a Master of Arts degree in communication disorders from Eastern Kentucky University and a Ph.D. in communication disorders from the University of Florida. She began her academic career at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 1988. In 1991, she returned to the University of Kentucky as an assistant professor in the Communication Sciences and Disorders program. She spent twenty years at the University where she served on the faculty, moving from assistant to professor and also served as Associate Dean of Academic Affairs. In 2005, she was appointed UK’s third Dean of the College of Health Sciences serving in that capacity for seven years. She served as provost and executive vice chancellor for three years beginning in 2011 at Appalachian State University and as special advisor to the senior vice president for academic affairs at the University of North Carolina General Administration, the North Carolina public higher education authority during the 2015 academic year. From 2015 until the spring of 2021, she served as the Vice Chancellor for Academic, Faculty and Student Affairs at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis, Tennessee. Dr. Gonzalez moved into the provost role at the University of Louisville in April 2021.
Graduate School

Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Guy Stevenson Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Nichole Claire Jackson
Ph.D. English/Rhetoric and Composition
Mentor: Associate Professor Andrea Olinger

The John Richard Binford Memorial Award
Jill Marie Randall
Ph.D. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Karen Kayser

The John M. Houchens Prize for Outstanding Dissertation
Ahmed M. Shaffie
Ph.D. Computer Science and Engineering
Co-Mentors: Professor Adel Elmaghraby and Professor Ayman El-Baz

The Alice Eaves Barns Award for Outstanding Achievement in Master’s Program
Meredith Nichole Cahill
M.P.H. Public Health
Mentor: Associate Professor Kira Taylor

The Virginia “Jenny” Madden Award for Graduate Student Leadership and Service
Daniel Thomas Monaghan
M.M. Music
Mentor: Associate Professor Stephen Mattingly

The Graduate Dean’s Citations
Jacqueline Lucy Aceto
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Haley Elizabeth Adams
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Georgia Lynne Anderson
Ph.D. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Karen Kayser

Maria Renee Maupin Anderson
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Seana Golder

Ana I Banos
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Isaac Bradley Barzso
M.M. Music
Mentor: Professor Krzysztof Wolek

James Parker Bowling
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Christopher L. Brady
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Sharen Moore

Ashley Shaneice Brooks
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Meredith Nicole Cahill
M.P.H. Public Health
Mentor: Associate Professor Kira Taylor

Emily Sanders Catoe
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Seana Golder

Victoria Clemons
M.P.H. Public Health
Mentor: Assistant Professor Stephanie Boone

Mohsen Mohammadi Dehcheshmeh
Ph.D. Industrial Engineering
Mentor: Associate Professor Monica Gentili
Catherine Zoe Doubles  
M.A. Anthropology  
Mentor: Professor Jonathan Haws

Austin Holmes Echols  
M.M. Music  
Mentor: Professor Kent Hatteberg

Cortney Brooke Foster  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Joseph Brian Franklin  
Ph.D. English Rhetoric and Composition  
Mentor: Professor Bruce Horner

Anne Elena Geller  
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology  
Mentor: Professor Jun Yan

Danielle Rose Hempel  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Co-Mentors: Professor Larry Michalczyk and Professor Seana Golder

Nichole Claire Jackson  
Ph.D. English/Rhetoric and Composition  
Mentor: Associate Professor Andrea Olinger

Christine Kim  
Ph.D. Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Mentor: Professor Brian P. Ceresa

Autumn Towne LaPointe  
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology  
Mentor: Assistant Professor Kevin Sokoloski

Rujeko Olga Machinga  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Katlyn E. McGraw  
Ph.D. Public Health Science  
Mentor: Professor Aruni Bhatnagar

Daniel Thomas Monaghan  
M.M. Music  
Mentor: Associate Professor Stephen Mattingly

Aubrey Ann Mojesky  
Ph.D. Biology  
Mentor: Associate Professor Deborah Yoder-Himes

Lindsay Deryn Nason  
Ph.D. Biology  
Mentor: Professor Perri Eason

Alexandra Louise Neumann  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Co-Mentors: Assistant Professor Stephanie Grace Prost and Associate Professor Adrian Archuletta

Chen Qian  
Ph.D. Biostatistics  
Mentor: Professor Shesh Rai

Jill Marie Randall  
Ph.D. Social Work  
Mentor: Professor Karen Kayser

Rachel Anne Rodriguez  
Ph.D. English/Rhetoric and Composition  
Mentor: Professor Bruce Horner

Ahmed M. Shaffie  
Ph.D. Computer Science and Engineering  
Co-Mentors: Professors Adel Elmaghraby and Professor Ayman El-Baz

Andrew Michael Skidmore  
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology  
Mentor: Associate Professor Donghoon Chung

Anthony Tenny  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Christiana Chioma Tabugbo  
M.S.S.W. Social Work  
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Morgan Anne Tallio  
M.Eng. Industrial Engineering  
Mentor: Professor John Usher
Graduate School

Degrees and Certificates

Doctor of Philosophy

College of Arts and Sciences
Jacob William Berg  
Physics
Megen Farrow Boyett  
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Virginia Elizabeth Braden  
Criminal Justice
Caleb Aaron Calvary  
Chemistry
Joseph Brian Franklin  
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Kelly Elizabeth Hill  
Humanities
Nichole Claire Jackson  
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Nour Mohammad Hamed Jamhawi  
Chemistry
David Stuart Lapsey Jr.  
Criminal Justice
Aubrey Ann Mojesky  
Biology
Lindsay Deryn Nason  
Biology
Sahar Pishgar  
Physics
Rachel Anne Rodriguez  
English/Rhetoric and Composition
Sarah Hamilton Spaulding  
Biology
Katie L. Taylor  
Criminal Justice

College of Education and Human Development
Gwendolyn Joy Ashley  
Curriculum and Instruction
Jonathan Paul Baize  
Curriculum and Instruction
Vickie Gale Bridgeman  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Michael James Metz  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Jessica Rachel Murfree  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Chelsea Christine Police  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Addison McDonald Pond  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Heather Ashlee Turner  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Nicholas Lamar Wright  
Counseling and Personnel Services

Interdisciplinary Studies
Teodora Stoica
Interdisciplinary Studies: Specialization in Translational Neuroscience

School of Public Health and Information Sciences
Katlyn E. McGraw  
Public Health Sciences
Jack Anthony Pfeiffer  
Public Health Sciences
Chen Qian  
Biostatistics
Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work
Georgia Lynne Anderson
Social Work
Jill Marie Randall
Social Work

School of Medicine
Jessica S. Bergden
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
Rumeysa Biyik-Sit
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Emily Lauren Duderstadt
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Anne Elena Geller
Microbiology and Immunology
James William Harder
Microbiology and Immunology
Christine Kim
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Autumn Towne LaPointe
Microbiology and Immunology
Sean M. Raph
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Andrew Michael Skidmore
Microbiology and Immunology

J. B. Speed School of Engineering
Waleed Ebraheem Alim
Mechanical Engineering
Veerendra Atla
Chemical Engineering
Joseph Patrick Brian
Chemical Engineering
Mohammad Joshaghani
Civil Engineering
Li Liu
Civil Engineering
Mohsen Mohammadi Dehcheshmeh
Industrial Engineering
Mohamed Zakarya Alsaid Rashed
Electrical Engineering
Mohammed Ahmed Abdelfadeel Sayed
Computer Science and Engineering
Olurotimi Njugbepo Seton
Computer Science and Engineering

Doctor of Education
Matthew R. Anderson
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Jennifer Helm Cox
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Terri Watson Davenport
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Christopher Kevin Flores
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Robert Stephen Fulk
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Adam Whitney Hicks
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Steven B. Miracle
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Ryan A. Rodosky
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Cassandra Gail Woods
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Doctor of Audiology
Amanda Lee Bartley
Audiology
Rachel Elizabeth Berry
Audiology
Marisa Christine Carrozza
Audiology
Keira A. Glasheen
Audiology
Lauren Elizabeth Langan
Audiology
Olivia Leanne Patterson
Audiology
Beth Frances Rosen
Audiology
Master of Fine Arts
Megan Marie Bickel
Studio Art and Design
Alexander Gordon
Theatre Arts
Jordan Tudor Haggard
Theatre Arts
Rachid Tagoulla
Studio Art and Design
Tyler N. Tate
Theatre Arts
Katherine Elizabeth Watts
Studio Art and Design
Karen Annis Weeks
Studio Art and Design

Master of Science
Sarah M. Becknell
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Bevin Alexandra Hardy
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Bunny Marie Hayes
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Cullen Eileen Hunter
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability

Master of Arts
Audrey Kinder Beckerle
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Haleigh Dawn Haining
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Undergraduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Woodcock Medalist
Aliyah D’Rae Brutley

Outstanding College Honors Project - Creative Thesis
Grace Ann Rogers

Outstanding College Honors Project - Humanities
Lindsay Taylor Haralu

Outstanding College Honors Project - Natural Sciences
Irma Avdic

Outstanding College Honors Project - Social Sciences
Emma Rose Johansen

Outstanding Honors Program Graduate
Abigail Katherine Posey

Distinguished Service to Honors
Sydney Nicole Fischer
Jalena Neshae Slaton

University Honors Scholars
Anam Fatima Ahmed
Jaclyn Renee Aldridge
Faith Noel Miller
Cassie Nieves Arboleda
Kaylee Nicole Arnett
McKenzie Marie Ballard
Molly Elizabeth Bilz
Helli AtulKumar Butala
Chinyang Mariko Chou
Dillard Reece Collier
Sabrina Lauren Collins
Shelby RiAnne Conley
Nguyen Duc Do
Jordan Elizabeth Drake
Sarah Elizabeth Draud
Grace Ellegood

Sydney Nicole Fischer
Faith Noel Fisher
Sidney Michelle Garner
Hayley Sierra Grubenhoff
Mohammad Zohaib Haq
Rachel Patricia Haslem
Ashby Gwyn Henderson
Dustyn Dean Hofer
Megan Marie Husted
Emma Rose Johansen
Alia Mari Jane Johnson
Jacob Randall Jones
Allison Marie LaRoy
Emma Beth Lawson
Kitty Thuy Huong Le
Done’ah Renee Marshall

Julia Grace Mathew
McKenzie Ruth Mattheu
Madeline Frances
Mccloud
Luke Steven McFarland
Claire Elizabeth
McMahon
Alexandra Marie
Michalak
Loren Bailey Moody
Julie Ezinne Nwosu
Kayla Rene Payne
Abigail Katherine Posey
Henrietta Kate Ransdell
Stevana Reese Schauer
Jalena Neshae Slaton
arii lynton smith
Jensen Scott Smith
Nicole Celia Sparling
Elizabeth Harding Turner
Matthew Aaron Turner
MacKenzie Juanita
Valentine
Kolbie Ann Vincent
Hannah Christine White
Sean Bradley Woods

Phi Beta Kappa Association of Kentuckiana Scholarship Award
Abigail Posey

Distinguished Graduate United States Air Force Officer Training Corps
Alexander Mindrup

Department of Anthropology Award of Merit
Kaylee Jordan Bryan
Briana Michelle Lee

Peteet Award for Excellence in Anthropological Scholarship
Mekenzie Renee Davis
Henrietta Kate Ransdell
Justis Bier Award in Art History
Abigail Lynne Briney

Winthrop Allen Memorial Prize in Creative Art
Claire Elizabeth McMahon

Harvey B. and Ethel W. Lovell Award for Excellence in Biology
Paige Marie Avery
Stacy Ann-Marie Henley
Mia Isabel Villarosa Rodriguez
Meghan M. Schneider
Kaitlynn R. Warner

Stuart Neff Award in Biology
Lindsey Barnes
Bethany Joanne Lee

William Clay Memorial Scholarship Award in Biology
Morghan Rae McCool
Meghan Michelle Schneider

David Smith Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research - Biology
Charles Andrew Elder
Daniel Reid Erickson

Su San Toh Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research-Biology
Charles Andrew Elder

Dept. of Classical and Modern Languages Award for Excellence: French
Addison Peyton Jones
Madison Harrington

Dept. of Classical and Modern Languages Award for Excellence: Spanish - David R. Hershberg Award for Excellence
Maegan Helm

American Chemical Society Award
Irma Avdic

Faculty Award for Excellence in Chemistry
Nicholas Morgan McCann

Royal Society of Chemistry Award
Benjamin Xie

American Institute of Chemistry Outstanding Graduate in Chemistry
Irma Avdic
Benjamin Xie

Ida B. Wells Award for Success in the Face of Adversity in Criminal Justice
Leandra N. Calzado

John C. Klotter Award for Academic Excellence in Criminal Justice
Alysta P. Butts

Kenneth R. Nally Award for Outstanding Service in Criminal Justice
Jacob O. Gangwer

Outstanding Senior in Communication
Kolbie Vincent

Mary E. Burton Award in English
Cassidy Lea Clayton
Allison Marie LaRoy

Louis Seig Award for Excellence in Geography
Stephen Joseph Weatherbee

Leonard Pardue Award for Outstanding Non-Traditional Graduate in Geography
Emma Kindel Scuffle

Mary Katherine Bonsteel Tachau Award for Excellence in History
Emma Johansen

Morris Bein Award for Excellence in Humanities
Lauren Alexis Looney

Outstanding Undergraduate in Humanities
Grace Paeton Ellegood

Outstanding Senior in Liberal Studies
Alarah Gillum

Mary Ruth Brookover Award in Mathematics
Caroline Boone

Distinguished Military Graduate United States Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
Annie E. Garcia

Nancy Pollock Memorial Award for Excellence in Pan-African Studies
Abigail Posey
Yvonne Jones Award for Academic Excellence in Pan-African Studies
Sidney Garner

Richard Campbell Smith Memorial Award for Excellence in Philosophy
Micah Castanon

Richard L. Barber Award for Academic Excellence in Philosophy
Samuel Kimel Embry

Donald M. Bennett Award for Outstanding Scholastic Achievement in Physics
Meghan Carrico Dustyn Hofer

Erin Lyons Rouse Award in Political Science
Mahala S. King Kiarah Lashay Ross

Jean O'Sullivan and Eleanor O'Sullivan Scholarships in Political Science
Lexi Renee Raikes

John and Kathyrne Esselburn Scholarship in Political Science
Mckenzie Kay Miller Liam J. Gallagher

Louis B. Kesselman Award in Political Science
Dillard Reece Collier Maya Noelle Luckett

Boyd Martin Award for Excellence in Theatre Arts
Aliyah D'Rae Brutley

Ann Taylor Allen Award for Outstanding Work in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Sidney Garner Kathryn Jewell

Elections to Woodcock Society
Abbigail Faye Adair Anam Fatima Ahmed Brady Paul Alexander Irma Avdic Paige Marie Avery Molly Grace Avery Briney Aliyah D'Rae Brutley Aysta Pearl Butts Benjamin E. Cadle Ashley Marie Carlisle Meghan Elizabeth Carrico Chinyang Mariko Chou Dillard Reece Collier Sabrina Lauren Collins Shelby Rianne Conley Mekenzie Renee Davis


Elections to Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
Katherine Allport Anna Basham Ariel Doom Sydney Fischer Mohammed Haq Bethany Lee Lindsey McDaniel Jane Post Jacob Schagene Tiffany Tatum
Second Lieutenant Commissions, United States Air Force
Robert Bieshelt	Justin Cooper
Gabrielle Cohn	Alexander Mindrup

Second Lieutenant Commissions, United States Army
Bryce Humphrey Barrett Seth Christian Conte Kevin Connelly Orr
Brendon Keith Becker Annie E. Garcia

Alpha Epsilon Delta National Pre-Medical/Pre-Health Honor Society
Mckenzie Marie Ballard Mayme Didelot Scotland Gambrel
Rebecca Lynn Bridley Meghan M. Schneider Stewart

Beta-Beta-Beta National Biological Honor Society
Lindsey Ann Barnes Mia Isabel Villarosa Stevana Reese Schauer
Katarina Lee Mayer Rodriguez Raymond H. Wen

Phi Delta Epsilon Pre-Medical Fraternity
Mckenzie Marie Ballard Jasmine Rose Hedayati Nicholas Morgan McCann Drew Madison Smith
Heli Atulkumar Butala Stacy Ann-Marie Henley Leah Elizabeth McDonald Jensen Scott Smith
Caitlin Rochelle Cahill Sydney Elizabeth Herold John Thomas Moore Nicole Celia Sparling
Rachel Lauren Eckert Alyssa Wangui Kabithe Kugen Kuvaschen Naidoo Madeline Grace Wesley
Sydney Nicole Fischer Nada George Kaissieh Julie Ezenne Nwosu Ashley Faye Williamson
Dylan Bryant Freeman Rianne Bubaker Kablan Kara Christine Reihmer
Will James Easton Frye Elizabeth Jane Lepovsky Sienna Lyn Shacklette

Elections to Eta Sigma Phi National Honorary Society for Latin, Greek, and Classical Studies
Samantha Maxine Hardy Derek Anthony Hemmen Jensen Scott Smith

Elections to Sigma Delta Pi National Spanish Honor Society
Alexis Simon Elizabeth Turner Arabella Werner

Elections to Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Virginia Braden Leandra N. Calzado Jessica N. Morales-Sanchez Emily C. Porter
Brooklyn N. Brown Jaydn S. McCutchen Corey Solferino

Elections to Phi Alpha Theta National Honorary Society in History
Mekenzie Davis Madilyn Nuxoll Emily Wiseheart
Derek Hemmen Arabella Paulovich

Elections to Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Society in Physics
Meghan Carrico Dominic Smith
Dustyn Hofer Michael Turner

Elections to Pi Sigma Alpha National Honorary Political Science Fraternity
Danielle Elizabeth Annie E. Garcia Alexandra Marie Michalak Tanner Michael Riff
Bechard Shereka Leshea Harris Isaac Christian Oettle Geena Roque
Dillard Reece Collier Mason Allen Justice Sarah Morgan Ariana M. Velasquez
Sabrina Lauren Collins Emma Beth Lawson Pennington Allison Elizabeth
Seth Christian Futrell Kitty Thuy Le Chancellor Ray Peterson Warnersmith

Elections to Psi Chi: The International Honor Society in Psychology
Aaron Brooking Karen Luis Marissa Roberson Kayla Williams
De'asia Clayton Lindsey Mcdaniel Shams Shaker
Dasia Courtney Madison Mohr Devin Weaver
Steffany Lien Justin Peterson Avery Wohlleb
Graduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology Award of Merit
Catherine Zoe Doubles

Outstanding Graduate Publication in Biology
Aubrey Mojesky

Outstanding Graduate in Communication
Paige Wills

Kenneth J. Marshall Award in Criminal Justice
Cara R. Graf

Outstanding Graduate in Fine Arts-MA
Cathy Barbette Smith Shannon

Outstanding Graduate in Fine Arts-MFA
Megan Marie Bickel

Outstanding Graduate in History
Sam Dunn

Outstanding Graduate in Humanities
Kelly Elizabeth Hill

Manuel Schwartz Award for Outstanding Graduate Performance in Physics
Simon Lovell

Outstanding Graduate in Physics
Simon Lovell

Outstanding Graduate in Political Science
Allison Warnersmith

Warren Oates Award for Excellence in Theatre Arts
Tyler N. Tate

Outstanding Graduate in Theatre Arts
Jordan Tudor Haggard

KAPA Outstanding Master of Urban Planning Award
Charlotte Caldwell

Master of Public Administration Outstanding Student Award
David Campbell

Outstanding Graduate in Urban And Public Affairs
Molly Connor

Ann Taylor Allen Award for Outstanding Graduate Work in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Ashley Carroll
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts
- Hollyn Rachel Barr
- Brianna Nicole Berry
- Elise Alexandra Blankenship
- Joseph Riley Brewer
- Michelle Christine Buntain
- Ashley Marie Carroll
- Lauren Elizabeth Cline
- Ryan Anthony Corso-Gonzales
- Austin Gene Curnutte
- Madelaine Scott Decker
- Alex Christian Detenber
- Tristan Maretta DeWitt
- Amanda Rae Dolan
- Catherine Zoe Doubles
- Samuel Thomas Dunn
- Rose Eileen Dyar
- Hayley Madison Eisenberg
- Kelby Michaela Christine Gibson
- Kendyl Catherine Harmeling
- Andrew Evans Kramer
- Katherine Anne Mastronicola
- John Ryan Mattingly
- Chasati Renee McCowan
- Demetrius Melvin Minnick-Tucker
- Chisaki Miyajima
- Kevin Connelly Orr
- Sarah Morgan Pennington
- Michael Isaac Reikes
- Tanner Michael Riffe
- Hayley P. Salo
- Catherine Alex Devan Sar
- Cathy B. Smith Shannon
- Kayla Joy Sweeney
- Allison Elizabeth Warnersmith
- Paige Ashley Wills

Master of Fine Arts
- Megan Marie Bickel
- Caisey Janiece Cole
- Alexander Gordon
- Jordan Tudor Haggard
- Rachid Tagouilla
- Tyler N. Tate
- Katherine Elizabeth Watts
- Karen Annis Weeks

Master of Public Administration
- Amer Cakar
- Charlotte Caroline Caldwell
- David Alexander Campbell
- Molly Addison Connor
- Emily Maranda Evans

Master of Science
- Ladan Abbasi
- Nastaran Abdoli
- Md. Sofiul Alom
- Shayla Renee Alvey
- Peter Armstrong
- Alina Syed Asif
- Michael David Bassi
- Leah Paige Capehart
- Kareem Codrington
- Ryan Patrick Coleman
- Gary Patrick Denbigh
- Clint Nathaniel Evrard
- Rosemary Beatrix Fasullo
- Cara Raeann Graf
- Brandon Michael Green
- Malcolm Saleem Hodge
- Nekkesia Shuwyne Jackson
- Simon Hosch Lovell
- Nicole Alexis McGrath
- Tabarius Au’Monte Peterson
- Ryan Michelle Pointer
- Chinmay Shashank Potnis
- Corey Alan Solferino
- Aloimer Urdanivia Sr.
- Ronald Wenman
- Brenna Williams

Kathryn Helen Winchester
- Yuhao Yang
- Manal Zafar

Master of Urban Planning
- Charles Gordon Ames
- Charlotte Caroline Caldwell
- Reese Anthony Fisher
- Mark Russell Long
- Robert Elliot Monsma

Graduate Certificate in Real Estate Development
- Reese Anthony Fisher
- Riley Kathryn Kerber

Graduate Certificate in Diversity Literacy
- Jessica L. Bolduc
- Joseph Barrett Burrell
- Ashley Lynn Greene
- Janine Danielle Hogan
- Sabrina Marie Price
- James Isaac Wassom

Bachelor of Arts
- Nicole Abadi Akerman
- Nourhan Abdelsalam Ahmed
- Rim Afeworki Abraha
- Taylor Michelle Ackerman
- Abbigail Faye Adair
- Aleena F. Adams
- Yvette Ades Dayan
- Anam Fatima Ahmed
- Bernice Obidon Akakpo
- Jaclyn Renee Aldridge
- Sophia Maggi-Caro Allen-Wilkins
- Aerial Grace Alexander
- Brady Paul Alexander

Elizabeth Grace Allgeier
- Kaelin Rae Allison
- Lana Alaa Almaliki
- Lima Alokozai
- Sarah Elizabeth Aultt
- Jacob Bradley Anderson
- Cassie Nieves Arboleda
- Kaylee Nicole Arnett
- Ryne Wesley Arnold
- Jaylen Mekhi Asher
- Brandon Joseph Attaway
- Kari Ann Austen
- Brynn Marie Baker
- Jamesha Baker
- Anne Summer Baldridge
- Mekenzie Jo Ballard
- Katherine Jeanelle Banton
- Duncan Howard Barber
- Felipe Barco
- Maria Laura Garcia Barragan
- Anna Michelle Basham
- Elizabeth Clare Batchelor
- Shawn Austin Baumgardner
- Nicholas Ryan Been
- Maria Leigh Bentley
- Francis Anthony Shane Benton
- Jia Elizabeth Zhao Berling
- Michelle Pinheiro Bernandes
- Molly Elizabeth Bilz
- Madison Birch
- Cameron Richard Bissell
- Fiona Grey Blackburn
- Sarah Rionn Blalock
- Alexandria Paige Blandford
- Keana N Bowen
- Claire Diminnie Bowling
- Kevin Lynn Bradley
- Kylah Marie Bradley
- Mckenley Rayne Bradley
- Samuel Joseph Braun
- Avery Marie Braunecker

Candidate for Cum Laude
- Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
- Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
† Abigail Lynne Smith
Briney
Julianne Britton
Logan Elizabeth Brooks
Amanda L. Brown
† Christopher Jacob Brown
Matthew Alexander Brown
† Allyah D’Rae Brutley
Kaylee Jordan Bryan
Cory Donald Brzozowski
Trey Lee (Prescott) Bullock
Jessica Renee Buren
Jason Williams Burgard
Tranesha R. Burgess
Cherie Halle Burke
Le’Pricce Richelle Burton
Heli AtulKumar Butala
† Joshua Taeleen Cagle
† Angela Lynn Campbell
† Wyatt Ollin Campbell
† Madelyn Louise Carey
† Ashley Marie Carlisle
Kailan Taylor Carr
Chase Norton Carroll
Raachel Len Carroll
Jacob Elisha Cassidy
Kaitlin Renee Caswell
Caleb Jermal Chandler
† Chinyang Mariko Chou
Madison Ann Ciaccio
Molly Ashton Clark
Kalin Reneise Clarkson
Jennifer Jean Clement
† Anne Claire Clemmons
Nathan Michael Clendenen
Carmen Madison Cline
Gabrielle Elaine Cohn
Alexandra Molly Colon
† Giavanna Mirah-Faye Combs
† Austin Carl Comstock
† Nicholas Jordan Conces
† Shelby RiAnne Conley
† Kathleen Grace Connelly
† Ginny Conrad
Seth Christian Conte
Kylie Alexis Coomer
Thomas Christian Coomes
† Donna Gribbons Cooper
Jeremy Davieon Cosby
† Rebecca Counts
Dasia Zhane Courtney
Savannah Elizabeth Crawford
Jennifer Susan Crone
Caitlin Elizabeth Crouch
Christian Carrington Crowell
Kierra CeAnn Cunningham
Samantha Jewellee Curry
† Celia Claire Cusick
Fadumo Darur
† Mekenzie Renee Davis
Grant Michael Deetch
† Jakob Randall Denney
† Kristen Elizabeth Dethloff
† Parnee Kaur Dhalival
Vanessa Isabel Diaz Henriquez
Natalie Brooke Dillman
Elena Natalya Downey
† Jordan Elizabeth Drake
† Sarah Elizabeth Draud
Weronika Drewnowska
Alexandra Jonte Drucloux
Kelly L. Dumstorf
† Charles Andrew Elder
Jeffrey Richard Elder
Grace Ellegood
† Autumn Brooke Elmore
Katherine DeAnn Elmore
James Clayton Fabiano III
AnneMarie Fetick
Cassidy Lea Fields
Christian Alan Fischer
Sydney Nicole Fischer
† Faith Noel Fisher
Desmond Emil Fitzpatrick
Lydia Elaine Flamme
Tiffany Ann Flint
Elizabeth Loraine Frazier
Vanessa Rose Fuller
April S. Gales
Olivia Lauren Gambrel
Nirali Kirit Gandhi
Annie E. Garcia
Joseph Israel Garcia
Mariah Ashley Garcia
Carlos Daniel Garcia Alvarado
† Sidney Michelle Garner
Christopher Ross Garrison
† Wyatt Anthony Gatti
† Cadence Naties Gazo
Bhumika Ghimirey
James Anthony Gill
† Alarah Delaney Gillum
Kristen Gilot
Luke Daniel Gipperich
† Alana Caprice Gipson
Deldril Bernard Glover
† Kaitlyn A. Glover
† Caylee Danyelle Godby
Shelby Lynn Goff
Yasmine Celeste Goodner
Krish Kumar Gopathi
Alexandra Marie Hatfield Gossman
† Andrea Lauren Gratop
Suzanne Louise Green
Amber LaNee Greenwell
Grace Caroline Greenwell
Cavanaugh Gregory
Caroline Virginia Gribbins
† Olivia Sutton Griffin
Tessa Ryan Grimm
Cony Melyssa Gutierrez
Raya Ameer Habeeb
Hanan Abdalla Haji Sufi
Lily Nicole Hall
Malcomb Samuel Haming
Gzeonie Annett
Hampton
Carly Savannah Hanks
† Mohammad Zohaib Haq
Haniya Haque
† Lindsay Taylor Haralu
Samantha Maxine Hardy
Ashlee Nicole Harrington
Madison Harrington
Michael Duane Harris
Nicholas Austin Hartlage
Rachel Patricia Haslem
† Jacob Daniel Hassert
Shanay Lila Hassmann
† Joseph Arthur
Alexander Haydon
† Morgan Nicole Haysley
Jasmine Rose Hedayati
† Maegan Charlene Helm
Derek Anthony Hemmen
Ashby Gwyn Henderson
† Stacy Ann-Marie Henley
Alyssa Belle Hibbs
Caroline Nicole Hill
Lakynn Alexis Hodgens
† Catherine Lane Hofmeister
Tia Lee Holden
Madison Taylor Holmes Demetrius Mona’ Holt
Joseph William Hooker
Dataya Javon Hooks
† Emery Clayton Howard
William Corish Howard
Kaung Htet Hein
† Jenna Leilani Chong Huber
Katharine Grace Hudson
† Kaylyn Alice Hudson
† Megan Marie Husted
Mina Ismael Ibrahim
Shiza Shahid Ikram
Leena Fathe Iqtaifan
Grace Marie Isaacs
Sebastian McConahy Jenkins-Neary
Johnathan David Jessop
† Kathryn Harper Jewell
† Emma Rose Johansen
Jalesia LaShaun Johnson
† Jessica Anne Johnson
† Keisha M. Johnson
Ashley Joiner
Addison Peyton Jones
Dekeybre’eon S. Jones
† Jacob Randall Jones
Kelsey Jones
Alexandria Laine Jordan
† Lilly Nicole Jordan
Mason Allen Justice
Tabarek Mohammed Kadhim
† Nada Kaissieh
† Viana Flora Karimi
Carson John Kaufman
Parker Braun Kelley
Tyler Kelly
Daniel James Keogh
† Meredith Jane Kessler
Simran Vijay Khiani
Carys Grae Kidwell
† Jumin Kim
Allison Paige Kirk
Alec Harrison Kleiner
† Daniel Caleb Koenig
† James Richard Krauth
Rohan Yogesh Kulkarni
† Noah James Kulmer
† Allison Marie LaRoy
† Elizabeth Rose Lambert
† Kyle Daniel Landis
Lucas Ivan Lauciello
Robert Francis Lawniczak
† Emma Beth Lawson
Nancy Ellen Layne
† Kitty Thuy Huong Le

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Alexander Henry
Alexandra Marie
Hannelore Alyse Mehler
Josselynn Elizabeth
Done'ah Renee Marshall
Isabella Colette Martin
Paola Martinez
McKenzie Ruth Matthew
Damien Conner
Lauren Nicole Matz
Luke Steven McFarland
Josselynn Elizabeth
Hannelore Alyse Mehler
Madison Tiare Meister
Alexandra Marie
Michaela
Torien Ja'avon Miles
Bethney Shay Miller
Ellen Mackenzie Miller
Sandra Tae Dyl Miller
Trevor William Milliner
Alexander Henry
Mindrup
Madison Elizabeth Mohr
Tee Mollett
Elizabeth Brianna Monk
Monty Montgomery
Anne Fallin Moore
Kate Marie Moore
Lucas Leonard Moses
Marissa Castiglione
Seyda Muratova
George P. Naibandian
Hassan Nasir
Derrick Ryan Neese
William Jessy Nethery
Ralph Selig Newbill
Tony P. Nguyen
Tram Bao To Nguyen
Steven C. Nguyen-Ho
Nicholas Ian
Nightingheler
Najma Ahmed Noor
Jacob Michael Norman
Lauren Tegarden
Nunnely
Madiyn Mae Nuxoll
Gabriel Leonardo Ochoa
Linares
Thomas Cameron
Oldham
Cori Raine Oliver
Zachary Robert Olson
Garrison Severin
Alexander Osborne
Sasha Palazzo
Aberrall Alice Paulovich
Cayla Rene Payne
Zachary Lucas
Pennington
Arlet Perez
Mattie Paige Perez
Chancellor Ray Peterson
Justin Tyler Peterson
Andrea Madelyn
Pignato
Rylee Alexa Pitzer
Benjamin Joseph Poe
Austin Dale Pollard
Abigail Katherine Posey
Alexis Le'Na' Posey
Aaron David Prather
Alexander David
Quarella
Bevery Sabrina
Quinteros
Nuriya Raimberdieva
Andrew Neal Ransdell
Henrietta Kate Ransdell
Avery Astrid Cordelia
Rao
Sawyer B. Redden
Ethan Edward Regan-Byrne
Jennifer Renee Reid
Kelsey Lorraine Reid
Emily Anne Rescino
Samantha Joy Revill
Marissa Paige
Robertson
Hallee Synai Robinson
Emanuel Rodriguez
Mia Isabel Villarosa
Rodriguez
Alejandro Jose
Rojas-Verdecia
Clara Lanay Ross
Kiara LaShay Ross
Jamiel Swan Sanders
Ana Carolina Santamaria
Shayla Scanlan
Cassidy Layne Schaefer
Mathia Ness Scherer
Emerson Leigh Schoen
Elijah Morus Schultz
Allison Scinta
Emma Lee Scobee
Hannah Brooke Sears
Anna Ruth Sexton
Ian Thomas Sexton
Madison Paige Shannon
Chloe Mae Sharpe
LaRee Alexandria
Shontee
Carl Laina Sileo
Alexis Simon
Olivia Lucinda Sin
ari lynton smith
Cameron DaShawn
Smith
Jensen Scott Smith
Manya Janelle Smith
Rebecca Rosemary
Smith
Robyn Ann Smith
V. Sydney Anne Smith
Daniel Guage Snell
McKenna Claire Snyder
Jamica Lakisha Solomon
Caleb Edison Sounders
Nicole Celia Sparling
Abbagail Marie Spratt
Cameron Douglas Ray
Stephens
Desmone Shyanne
Stepp
Katie Marie Stillwell
Eric Michael Stout II
Cameron James Stovall
Benjamin J. Sturgeon
Lubna Tareq Taha
Daniel C. Termini
Aubrie May Tessier
Courtney A. Tharp
Dujuan Lamar Thomas
Emily Brooke Thomas
Jaydah Alicen Thomas
Shelby Rose Thomas
Rachel Anne
Thompson
Regan McKenzie
Thompson
Taylor Lynn Thompson
Asia Zhane Thornton
Matthew Tyler Timmons
Jordan Xavier Torres
Kieran Michael Travis
Jency Alejandro Trejo
Gutierrez
Bailey Lauren Troutt
Sydney Tudor
Elizabeth Harding
Turner
MacKenzie Juanita
Valentine
Margaret Francis
Vancampen
Riley N. Vance
Oliver Lee Varland
Ariana Mahalie
Velasquez
Christopher Dalton
Vernon
Kolbie Ann Vincent
Aubrey Nichole Vittitow
Caroline Marie
von Nostitz
Rachel Nicole Walker
Wyatt Lucas Walker
Xiao Bin Wang
Charlie Ward
Rohit Wason
L'Cris Amaru Real
Weathers
Devin Rae Weaver
Miracle Marie Webb
Lucy Katherine
Wedding
Natalie A. Wentworth
Arabella Joy Werner
Olivia Caroline West
Isabella Rose Whatley
Hannah Christine White
Allison Claire Whitfield
Sydney-Neve Ondo
Wichmann
Jared Timothy Williams
Kayla L. Williams
Luis Felipe Williams
Mary Williams
William Miles Wilson
Britney Irene Wimsatt
Avery Nikole Wohlleb
Brianna Janea Worrell
Eric Daniel Wotring
Emily Marissa Yellina
Chien-Yun Yu

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Fine Arts

†† Olivia Louise Allison
† Molly Ann Browning
† Claire Christine Chalson
† Amanda Marie Edelen
† Connor William Elston
† Kayla Lynn Gaedhart
† Alexander Ryan Garcia
† Jocelyn Garcia
† Catharin Nell Hall
† Carlie Heimann
† Michael Anthony Hewlett
† Isabella Alma Lawson
† Corey Dane Lucas
† Claire Elizabeth McMahon
† Marah Tatjana Moffitt
† Ellen Lasseret Nichols
† Jacklyn Jean Offutt
† Tariq Emeka Onodu
† Melanie Amber Osborne
† Chelsea Elizabeth Plamp
† Kenneth Jefferson
† Richardson
† Aryn Schofield
† Chloe Grace Scoggins
† Julia Kathleen Scott
† Natalie Corinne Shain
† Alexis Simon
† Ravnn Lizzie Haru Thornton
† Nicholas Baker Toloczko
† Shai-ann Nikole Vera
† Paige Renee Marian Waite
† Brynna Jae Walchle

Bachelor of Science

† Kishor Acharya
† Maryam Alezzi
† Yesmine Jazmin Algrassi
† Heba Ali Aljumailly
† Enas Alkhaldi
† Courtney Nichole Allen
† Jordan Elise Allen
† Kaitlyn Allen
† Morgan Lee Allen
† Katherine Snyder Allport
† Sharnae LaBrie Alston
† Christopher Gary Andersen
† Alyssa Diane Asay
† Chatarius A. Atwell
††† Irma Avdic
† Paige Marie Avery
† Jessica Lynn Avis
† Sydney Marie Baker
††† Molly Grace Baldock
† McKenzie Marie Ballard
† Benjamin Louis Barberie
† Nia Marie Bard
† Lindsey Ann Barnes
† Bryce Barrett
† Danielle Elizabeth Bechard
† Alyssa Paige Beck
† Brenden Keith Becker
† Nicholas Scott Bell
† Robert Keith Bell
† Knakla Kamille Biggs-Deramus
†† Molly Elizabeth Bilz
† Jacob Alexander Bishop
† Dayton Nathaniel Blair
† Caroline Elizabeth Boone
† Evan James Boughey
† Rebecca Lynn Bridley
† Aaron Stephen Brooking
† Brooklyn Nicole Brown
† Christopher Jacob Brown
† Dante Devere Brown
† Sofia Adrianna Brown
† Aliyah D’Rae Brutley
† Nicklas William Buchbinder
† Scott Phuong Bui
† Nicolas Orion Bushong
† Alysta Pearl Butts
† Benjamin E. Cadle
† Caitlin Rochelle Cahill
† Leandra Nerina Calzado
† Megan Elizabeth Carrico
† Whitney L. Carter
† Brynna Faith Carver
† Justin Daniel Christman
† Adel Virgil Clay
† Autumn Taylor Cochran
† Kevin Leon Cockerline
† Nicholas Andrew Codispoti
† Destinee Coleman
† Dillard Reece Collier
† Sabrina Lauren Collins
† Sara Collins
† Sierra Conforti
† Brian David Crenshaw
† Emily Anne Curley
† John Thomas Davis
† Beatriz Yuliana Deciderio-Reyes
† Mayme Eleanor Didelot
† Sydney Elizabeth Disponett
† Nguyen Duc Do
† John Frederick Downs
† Alexis Victoria Dube
† Hallie Beth Duncan
† James Tyler Eagan
† Rachel Lauren Eckert
† Daniel Reid Erickson
† Devyn Mackenzie Ernst
† Thomas Dias Ferreira
† Zachariah Ace Fields
† Daniel William Fischer
† Kyle Michael Fischer
† Nicholas Alexander Fleming
† Dylan Bryant Freeman
† Will James Eastin Frye
† Seth Christian Futrell
† Jacob Owen Gangwer
† Meredith Louise Gardner
† Megan Leigh Garrison
† Mahathi Gavuji
† Brian Michael Giardina
† Mary Claire Goetz
† Maximillian Nicholas Goldentul
† Elyse Danielle Goodin
† Alexandra Marie Hatfield
† Gossman
† Tomeikia Nicole Gray
† Logan Isabelle Green
† Alec Christopher Greenwell
† Megan Elizabeth Greenwell
† Sydney Ann Greif
† Hayley Sierra Grubenhoff
† Benjamin Chester Gumbel
† Suchitra Gurung
† Brianna Haase
† Sarah Nicole Hall
† William Henry Harad
† Alexis N. Hardin
† Karen Christine Harmon
† Michael Duane Harris
† Shereka Leshea Harris
† Jasmine Violet Hayes
† Addison Grace Hensley
† Shanell Q. Hensley
† Catherine G. Heselscherdt
† Robert L. Hicks
† Tyler Christian Hieb
† Hilaree Jean Higgins
† Jada Danielle Hobbs
† Sydney Paige Johnson
† Addison Peyton Jones
† Chaireth Brooke Jones
† Jacob Randall Jones
† Keri Leigh Jones
† Kui Kabithe
† Nada Kaisieh
† Tyra Monique Kemp
† Taryn Marie Kerley
† Kaila Beth Kolodkin
† Ashley Kaela Kowalik
† Emma Claire Kreilein
† Anand Jai Kamaravelu
† Quincy Jamir Langford
† Bethany JoAnne Lee
† Bryan Charles Lee
† Anthony Robert Less
† Faith Rebecca Monet Linton
† Chessidy Laysh
† Lobato-Martinez
† Danel Josephan Louis
† Makenzie Rose Lunsford
† Aenghus McCauley
† Manthous
† Nicole Lynn Marcum
† Whitney Lee Marion
† Taylor Marie Marsden
† Julia Grace Mathew
† Katarina Lee Mayer
† Nicholas Morgan
† McCann
† Brandon Thomas McClain
† Madeline Frances Mccloud
† Morghan Rae McCool
† Jaydn Sydney-Nicole McCutchen
† Lindsey Juleen McDaniel
† Jacob K. McDavid
† Leah Elizabeth McDonald
† Anna Mendoza
† Samantha Rhianne Meyer
† Kelsey Nicole Miller
† James Vincent Mitchell

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Valerie Eileen Mohr
† Bailey Renee Moneypenny
† Loren Bailey Moody
† Jessica Morales-Sanchez
Kelsey Ann Moutardier
Jacob Mulberry
Kristin Anne Mulligan
† Muhammad Talha Mustafa
† Kugen Kuvashen Naidoo
Jean D. Nguele
†† Macy Frances Noakes
Courtney Shea Nolley
† Nu Nu
Eliza Charlotte Nutgrass
† Julie Ezinne Nwosu
Benedicte N. Nzombi-Fenner
† Dennis Fred O’Leary
† Isaac Christian Oettle
Samantha Marie Jean Padilla
† Maxim Papachristou
† David Louis Parr
Uzma Minaz Pasha
† Ambria R. Patel
Seth Collin Payne
Trevor John Phares
† Cecilia Faye Phillips
Joshua Foster Pike
Thomas Richard Pilger
† Emily Catherine Porter
† Jasmyne Nicole Post
Jacquelyn Lilli Power
† Jarrett Michael Radcliffe
† Cody Alan Raisor
Jackson Churchill Reid
Parin Rekhraj
† Amber Marie Revard
† Kelsey Lynn Rexing
Isabel Marie Rice
Antje Christiane Riemer
Jessika Malia Roma
† Geena Roque Lopez
Sarah Christine Sabaluski
Jonathan Edward Salmen
Michael Patrick Sans
Brandon Kyle Saxton
Jennifer Nicole Schaefer
†† Stevana Reese Schauer
† Katherine Rose Schmucker
† Meghan Michelle Schneider
Emma K. Scuffle
Sarah Yasmine Shaiegan
Shams Shaker
Peyden Lee Simms
Charlotte Rose Simpson
†† John Sisino
Joshua Paul Skees
††† Jalena Neshae Slaton
Dominic Morgan Smith
† Drew M. Smith
† Jensen Scott Smith
† Matthew William Smith
Lanesha Essence Sowell
† Ali Bert Spelane
† Sherr Wilday Stallard
Kendra Leigh Steele
† Gregory Patrick Streever
Hope Marie Taylor
Stephen Connor Temple
Kelly Ann Thacher
† Aisha Thapa
Sujina Thapaliya
† Emily Alexandra Thibodeau
Kayla R. Thomas
Bryce Lyn Thurman
Jaclyn Estell Trejo
Rebecca Louise Turley
† Matthew Aaron Turner
† Michael Gregory Turner
Adam Chase Van Zant
Jacob Vanthournouts
Alena Grace Varble
Courtney Grace Vincent
† Kathleen Ellen Volpentesta
Adriane A. Wallace
† Madison Elizabeth Walsh
† Kaitlyn R. Warner
† Briana Alexis Washington
Ashley Renee Watson
Stephen Joseph Weatherbee
† Ava M. Weikel
Raymond H. Wen
Constance Joy Wheeler
Christopher Evans Whipple
Ryan Wiacek
† Ashley Faye Williamson
† Anna Riley Wilson
Rachel Elizabeth Wirth
† John Russell Wolfe
†† Sean Bradley Woods
† Kaylee A. Worrall
† Benjamin Wenyuan Xie

College of Arts & Sciences

Associate in Arts
Deldril Bernard Glover

Certificate
in Applied
Geospatial Technologies
Alexandra Marie Hatfield Gossman
Julia Grace Mathew
Emma K. Scuffle
Stephen Joseph Weatherbee

Certificate in Peace, Justice
and Conflict Transformation
Alexandra Jonte Ducloux
Alarahan Gillum
Suzanne Louise Green
Gzeonie Annett Hampton
Shereka Leshea Harris
Maegan Charlene Helm
Jenna Leilani Chong Huber
Iesha Renee Johnson
Tyra Monique Kemp
Kiarah LaShay Ross
arii lynton smith
Cameron DaShawn Smith
Bryce Lyn Thurman

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

**Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society**
Christopher Thomas Anglin
Anne-Taylor Beck*
Julie Allison Beck*
Campbell Lane Bishop
Rhiannon Elizabeth Black*
Thomas James Brenzel
Leeandra Brooke Cleaver
Bradley Neil Cobb
Jacob Andrew Davis
Molly Marie Frank
Stephen Van Giles*
Jenci Lyn Hawthorne
Austin James Hogan*
Andrew Christopher Jones
Joseph Michael Kitchen
David J. Malicote*
Asim Mohiuddin
Rohit Sreekumar Nair
Jennifer Ann Marie Pehl
Seth Henry Richardson*
Kristin Jean Schutzman
Charles Mitchell Shofner*
Jacob Ross Shpilberg*
John Preston Simmons*
Brittany Leigh Sims
Victoria Catherine Smith*
Jerome Samuel Soldo
Crystal Lynn Valadon
Dylan Patrick Vish
Ryan Charles Weegens*
Kaitlyn Marie Yeary
Mallory Laine Zaino
Daniel R. Zetter
*elected during the Junior year

**Alpha Omega Alpha Special Recognition Award**
Sara Naomi Gottesman
Tyler Quin Ruch

**Gold Humanism Honor Society**
Yomna Mohamed Amer
Anne-Taylor Beck
Julie Allison Beck
Leeandra Brooke Cleaver
Sara Marie Dryden
Eliana Figueredo Zamora
Molly Marie Frank
Elizabeth Paige Hart
Jenci Lyn Hawthorne
Austin James Hogan
Meghamsh Kanuparthy
Adam Christopher Lehnig
David J. Malicote
Anna Leigh McVicar
Evan Joseph Meiman
Gretchen Elise Mueller
Megan E. Pennell
Jordan Trace Perkins
Jenna Celeste Rogers
Eric Daniel Schneider
Charles Mitchell Shofner
Selena Saint Thé
David I. Thomas
Michelle Holland
Wahlgren

**Distinction in Research Track Candidates**
Christopher Thomas Anglin
Christopher Burke Artner
Paul Andrew Bevins
Campbell Lane Bishop
Nicholas William Bonomo
Joseph Paul Castlen
Laura Elizabeth Davis
Jenci Lyn Hawthorne
Jeremy Bramlett Jones
Joseph Michael Kitchen
Evan Joseph Meiman
Asim Mohiuddin
Jordan Trace Perkins
Zachary Rhett Pulliam
Phillip Gregory Strothman
Colin James Treager
Michelle Holland
Wahlgren
Thomas Andrew Walsh
Stephen James Winter
Mallory Laine Zaino
Corey Ryan Ziemba

**Distinction in Business & Leadership Track Candidates**
Sara Naomi Gottesman
Kevin Ruyue Kwan
Adam Christopher Lehnig
Helen Juyoung Lu
Rohit Sreekumar Nair
Jennifer Ann Marie Pehl
Crystal Lynn Valadon
Austin Eric VonAxelson

**Distinction in Global & Public Health Track Candidates**
Amanda Radpour Beering
Jenna Celeste Rogers
Charles Mitchell Shofner
John Preston Simmons
David I. Thomas
Allison Marie Woods

**The Global Health Service-Learning Leadership Award**
Rebecca Rhiannon Gabriella Niestrath
Charles Mitchell Shofner
Distinction in Medical Education Track Candidates

Esther Bak
Michael Eizyk
Victoria Rose Hammond
Elizabeth Paige Hart
Kirsi Nicole Kuiper
David J. Malicote
Zachary Clay Martin
Kara Fredlock Morton
Mohammed O. Nuru
Erik John Schuschke
Jacob Ross Shpilberg
Jerome Samuel Soldo
Makayla Elizabeth Uebelhor
Dylan Patrick Vish

The AMWA Glasgow-Rubin Certificates of Commendation for Academic Achievement

Anne-Taylor Beck
Julie Allison Beck
Leandra Brooke Cleaver
Kristin Jean Schutzman
Brittany Leigh Sims
Victoria Catherine Smith

The Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award presented by The Arnold P. Gold Foundation

Jenci Lyn Hawthorne
Brit L. Anderson, M.D.

The HSC Office of Diversity and Inclusion Health & Social Justice Scholar

Amanda Radpour Beering

The School of Medicine Student Diversity Award

Yomna Mohamed Amer

The Merck Manual Book Awards

Peter Whitney Campbell
Douglas John Owulaku Saforo
Jacob Ross Shpilberg
Dylan Patrick Vish

The Tim Lee Carter Award

Makayla Elizabeth Uebelhor

The Peter K. Knoefel Award

Stephen Van Giles

The Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award

Selena Saint Thé

The Louisville Academy of Ophthalmology Excellence Award

Matthew Ross Nichols

The Dr. Billy F. Andrews Academic Excellence in Pediatrics Award

Dylan Patrick Vish

The E. Owsley Grant Award for Excellence in Urology Award

Crystal Lynn Valadon

The Alpha Nu Chapter of the Alpha Kappa Kappa Medical Fraternity Award

Shayna Lanett Hale

The Dr. Carl Cooper, Jr. Award

Rebecca Regan Whitworth

The Dr. Parish B. Cleveland Achievement Award

Rebecca Rhiannon Gabriella Niestrath

The Dr. Norvin Green Gabriella Niestrath Memorial Prize

Leeandra Brooke Cleaver

The Omicron Delta Kappa Award

Anne-Taylor Beck

The Dr. S. Spafford Ackerly Award

Megan E. Pennell

The Chloe Coleman Prize

Douglas John Owulaku Saforo

The Helene and Walter Zukof, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Award

Jerome Samuel Soldo

The Dr. Carroll Witten Memorial Award

Alexa N. Black

The Dr. Ethel Larosa Scholarship Award

Molly Marie Frank
Kristin Jean Schutzman

The Dr. William M. Christopherson Society Award

Alex H. Shacklette

The American Academy of Neurology Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology

Anna Leigh McVicar
The Dr. George I. Uhde Award for Excellence in Otolaryngology Award
Austin James Hogan

The Benjamin Rigor, M.D. Excellence in Anesthesiology Award
Zachary Clay Martin

The Dr. Morris Newberg Scholarship Award
Jennifer Ann Marie Pehl

The Dr. Samuel S. Gordon Award
Jenci Lyn Hawthorne

The Dr. Stanley A. Gall Award
Jenci Lyn Hawthorne

The O.J. Hurt, M.D. Award
John Eric Whitaker

The Dr. Hiram C. Polk, Jr. Scholarship Award
Michelle Holland Wahlgren

The Dr. Presley F. Martin Memorial Award
Dylan Patrick Vish

The George P. Caldwell Award
Stephen Van Giles

The Student Affairs Award
Jenna Celeste Rogers

The Dean’s Award for Scholarship
David J. Malicote

The Dean’s Award for Leadership
Selena Saint Thé
Michelle Holland Wahlgren
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Degrees

Doctor of Medicine
Sara Rebecca Abell
Karan Aletty
Yomna Mohamed Amer
Christopher Thomas Anglin
Andrew Joseph Anklowitz
Christopher Burke Artner
Esther Bak
Anne-Taylor Beck
Julie Allison Beck
Amanda Radpour Beering
Kristen Michelle Belford
Fehmi B. Berkay
Paul Andrew Bevins
Sara Katherine Biladeau
Campbell Lane Bishop
Alexa N. Black
Rhiannon Elizabeth Black
Nicholas William Bonomo
Thomas James Brenzel
Zachary Carlton Brown
Philip Thomas Burns
Sarah Elizabeth Bush
Peter Whitney Campbell
Joseph Paul Castlen
Joshua David Clark-Fuqua
Katlyn B. Clark-Fuqua
Leeandra Brooke Cleaver
Bradley Neil Cobb
Rachel Nicole Crebessa
Alexander David Cross
Jacob Andrew Davis
Jasen Conner Davis
Laura Elizabeth Davis
Stephen Scott Davis
Evon Patrick Delfino
Spencer Francis Delfino
Allison Marie Dentinger
Patrick Samuel DiSalvio
Koby Michael Dixon
Nathan C. Dombrowski
Vivian Patrice Doyle
Sara Marie Dryden
Michael Eizyk
Conner James Elliott
Jakob Graham Evans
John David Fawbush
Kaitlyn Plank Baird Ferko
Elia Figueredo Zamora
Abigail R. Florence
Molly Marie Frank
Stephen Van Giles
Michael Andrew Goedde
Sara Naomi Gottesman
Hailey LeeAnn Griffey
Alex Gutierrez
Shayna Lanett Hale
Anna Gabrielle Hamilton
Victoria Rose Hammond
Rachel Lynn Haney
Samuel Thomas Harper
Elizabeth Paige Hart
Jenci Lyn Hawthorne
Austin James Hogan
Nathan C. Hogarth
Isaiah Charles Ingram
Andrew Christopher Jones
Jeremy Bramlett Jones
Meghamsh Kanuparthi
Joseph Michael Kitchen
Leticia Brianna Koher
Kiri Nicole Kuiper
Kevin Ruyue Kwan
Madeline A. Larson
Adam Christopher Lehning
Shannon Russell Lewis
David Nanlin Liu
Helen Juyoung Lu
Erin Doray MacMillan
David J. Malicote
Zachary Clay Martin
Olivia Ruth Max
Anna Leigh McVicar
Mitchell Lee Mefford
Evon Joseph Meiman
Jenna Celeste Meiman
Anne Christine Miller
Asim Mohiuddin
Mariah Taylor Moore
Kara Fredlock Morton
Gretchen Elise Mueller
Rohit Sreekumar Nair
Jessica Marie Nelms
Candice Le Nguyen
Matthew Ross Nichols
Elizabeth Ann Niels
Rebecca Rhiannon
Gabriella Niestrath
Mohammed O. Nuru
Elizabeth Van Meter Paschal
Jennifer Ann Marie Pehl
Megan E. Pennell
Jordan Trace Perkins
Allison Mae Polidori
Kyle B. Polley
Zachary Rhett Pulliam
August Mitchell Rakutt
Varun Govind
Ramakrishnan
Seth Henry Richardson
Elizabeth Renee Romes
Tyler Quin Ruch
Douglas John Owulaku Saforo
Kameron Seth Salings
Allyson Nicole Sanders
Eric Daniel Schneider
Natsacha Ka Schultz
Erik John Schuschke
Kristin Jean Schutzman
Brandan Adam Schwarte
Alesh H. Shacklette
Paul Herbert Shadowen
Charles Mitchell Shofner
Jacob Ross Shpilberg
John Preston Simmons
Brittany Leigh Sims
Victoria Catherine Smith
Jerome Samuel Soldo
Hayley Spires
Phillip Gregory Strothman
Zachary Richard Taylor
Allyson Laura Tekulve
Selena S. The
David I. Thomas
Colin James Treager
Makayla Elizabeth Uebelhor
Crystal Lynn Valadon
Pavani Vantipalli
Dylan Patrick Vish
Rebecca Marie Von Handorf
Austin Eric VonAxelson
Michelle Holland
Wahlgren
Thomas Andrew Walsh
Ryan Charles Weegens
John Eric Whitaker
Rebecca Regan Whitworth
Nicole Kaela Williams
Justin Myrick Winkler
Evan Joseph Winrich
Stephen James Winter
James Connor Wistrom
James-Dean Kyle Wood
Alison Marie Woods
Kaitlyn Marie Yeary
Jared Everett Young
Kaylie Lauren Young
Angelica Myongjean Yun
Mallory Layne Zaino
Daniel R. Zetter
Corey Ryan Ziemba

Master of Science
Hannah Marilyn Alling
Camdyn Johnson Atwell
Jane Jeruto Bartonjo
Courtney Anne Case
Haley Renee DeWitt
Mohamed Abdelfatah
Amin Elnagdy
Amanda Joleen
Frederick
Kenneth Alan Freitas
Andrew Fuller
Ashley Malay Gallinaro
Britney Ann Johnson
Caire Elizabeth Jones
Anna Catherine Kazunas
Austin Michael Krueger
Stephanie Maria Lunn
Chance Wayne Mann
Molly Hannah McLaughlin
Haley Michell Meyer

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Taylor Elizabeth
Nutgrass
Tessa D. O’Loughlin
Miranda Whitworth
Pollock
Sean M. Raph
Micaela Ann Reeves
Sara Stevens Ross
Brooke Nicole Sanders
Claire Michele Sedlar
Abigale Marie Silva
Sara Mackenzie Spalding
Alexa Sue Suter
Holly Elizabeth Toy
Katie Elizabeth Weber
Taylor Michelle
Westerfield
Samantha Leigh Wilson
School of Dentistry

Prizes, Honors and Awards

Louisville Dental Society Professionalism Award
Andrew J. Monell

Quintessence Book Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry
Eric J. Esplin

Academy of Operative Dentistry Award
Allison N. James

American Academy of Oral Medicine Award
Rupika M. Narain

American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry
Sintelle E. Kent

Academy of General Dentistry Award, Kentucky Chapter
Parker L. Falkenberg
Cristin D. Jackson

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Award
Karisse Seegobin

American Dental Society of Anesthesiology
Mohammad Ronaghi

American Association of Endodontists Award
Robert K. McWhorter

Quintessence Book Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics
Niti Devang Patel

American Academy of Periodontology Award
Andrew W. Race

Hanau Prosthodontics Award
Peter Hamrick McElroy

Southeastern Academy of Prosthodontics
Alok H. Shiva

International Congress of Oral Implantologists
Adam Q. Perry

American Academy of Implant Dentistry
Betsy H. Grove

Academy of Osseointegration Outstanding Dental Student in Implant Dentistry
Jamie R. Progebin

L. D. Pankey Occlusion Award
Katie N. Melich

Academy of Dental Materials Award
Michael C. Guzelian

American Academy of Orofacial Pain
Hana M. Reed

American College of Prosthodontists
Predoctoral Student Prosthodontic Achievement Award
Katie N. Melich

Alliance to the Louisville Dental Society Award for Ethics in Dentistry
Gregory L. Kibler

American Association of Orthodontists Award
Logan T. Wedding

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Award
Rupika M. Narain

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Award
Rupika M. Narain

Dr. X. Elwood Sanders Oral Surgery Award
Laura E. Spence

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Award
Jamie R. Progebin
American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award
Joanna C. Frazier

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Implant Student Award
Joshua S. Mayo

Quintessence Book Award for Research
Kelton R. Cronquist

E. B. Gernert Community Service Award
Alana M. Paolasini

Pierre Fauchard Award for accomplishments in advancement of Dental Literature
Laura E. Spence

Karen Andrus Awards
Jake D. Murley

Brian D. Stone Memorial Award
Austin R. Rodenberg

American College of Dentists Student Leadership and Professionalism Award
Blake H. Reed

International College of Dentists Student Leadership and Professionalism Award
DaNeá N. Graves

International College of Dentists Student Humanitarian Award
Adrienne M. Michael

Scholastic Achievement Award of Psi Omega Fraternity
Alok H. Shiva

Psi Omega Fraternal Achievement Award
Betsy H. Grove

LASDA Student Leadership Award
Blake H. Reed

LT. Dr. Claire VanLandingham Memorial Scholarship
Karisse Seegobin

Elections to Omicron Kappa Upsilon National Honor Dental Society
James Ashcraft Rupika Narain
Kelton Cronquist Adam Perry
Nicholas English Jamie Progebier
Allison James Hana Reed
Sari Jensen Alok Shiva
Katie Melich Elaine Simpson
Robert McWhorter Logan Wedding

Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology Award
Nicholas E. English

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Award
Alok H. Shiva

James C. Moore Award Physiology and Biophysics
Austin R. Rodenberg

Professor Len Waite Outstanding Performance in Dental Pharmacology Award
Allison N. James
Adam Q. Perry

Richard L. Miller Award in Surgical and Hospital Dentistry
Rupika M. Narain

Letitia Kimsey-Taylor Award in Microbiology and Immunology
Nicholas E. English

Elections to the Delphi Society
James Ashcraft Rupika Narain
Kelton Cronquist Alana Paolasini
Nicholas English Megan Perez
Joanna Frazier Adam Perry
Allison James Hana Reed
Sari Jensen Austin Rodenberg
Jessie Jones Alok Shiva
Robert McWhorter Elaine Simpson
Katie Melich Logan Wedding

Dr. Edrie M. Lohri Dental Hygiene Award
Hannah N. Tak

Procter and Gamble Crest Prevention Award for Outstanding Dental Hygiene Student in Preventive Oral Health
Rafael Reyes Font
Special Dental Hygiene Program Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Madison Blair  Kate Hempfling
Addison Brasher  Xin Jiang
Emily Durbin  Nia Kennedy
Sharmaine Dela Pena  Hannah Tak

Colgate Student Total Achievement Recognition (STAR) Award
Kate E. Hempfling

The Hu-Friedy Golden Scaler Award
Madison L. Blair

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Dental Hygiene Award
Angelique B. Kaiser

Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honor Society
Madison L. Blair
Kate E. Hempfling
Hannah N. Tak

Dental Hygiene Legacy Scholarship
Ciana S. Washington  2019-2020
Tiffany C. Bass  2020-2021
School of Dentistry

Degrees

Doctor of Dental Medicine

Erica Nicole Adams
Jeremy Michael Adams
Mohamad Noor Alsirafi
Derek A. Arnoczky
†† James W. Ashcraft
Austin Patrick Baecher
Carson James Baltazar
Paige Elizabeth Barry
Alec Joseph Beeghly
Mariah Summer Bowlin
Jordan Nicole Breeding
Ian Christian Carlson
Jason Mingkang Chen
† Tyler Adam Covey
Rachel R. Cox
Julie L. Crawford
† Rusty LeRoy Crofts Jr.
†† Kelton Robert Cronquist
Hannah G. Curry
Joseph William Day
Christy Luc Do
Samuel Joseph Dugan
Austin T. Eddy
Kelle Louise Ellis
††† Nicholas Eric English
Eric J. Esplin
Parker Lee Falkenberg
Magdalyn Grace Feazell
Gracen Lee Fister
† Joanna Frazier
DaNea’ N. Graves
Christina Pecha
Greenhalgh
Betsy Hutson Grove
Janani Koteswaran
Gurukkal
Michael Charles Guzelian
Thomas Wade Hardison III
Aislinn Leah Hays
Sarah Madeline Howard
Cristin Denise Jackson
† Allison Nicole James
† Sari Jensen
Katelyn Ann Johnson
Jessie Rachelle Jones
Megan Daniels Jones
Jacob Nicholas Karem
Parker Theodore Kastelic
Sintelle Kemper Kent
Hashmat John Khorsand
Gregory L. Kibler
Connor L. Kilander
Joshua Mark King
Chase Alexandra Koetter
Corey Dane Konieczki
Nichole Kostiuk
Sara Jean-Marie Kube
Daniel Jose La Rota
Inah Nicole L. Lagason
Sravani Lanka
Ellyse Michelle Look
MacGregor C. Main
Megan Medley Main
Marina Danielle Marks
† Joshua Scott Mayo
Hamrick M. McElroy
Shyheme T. McElroy
†† R. Kellen McWhorter
† Katie Nicole Melich
Miranda J. Melvin
Geebellue Mensah
Adrienne Michael
Mohammed Murtaza Ali Mir
Andrew Jacob Monell
Jalon Patrick Lee
Morgan
Jake D. Murley
† Rupika Mathur Narain
† Alana Marie Paolasini
Geet Rakesh Parikh
Niti D. Patel
Pallavi Arun Patil
Ethan Harrison Perellis
Megan Michelle Perez
† Adam Quentin Perry
Thu Trang H. Pham
Michael Christian Polio
Wachiraya Poonnak
Thomas Alan Porter
† Jamie R. Progebin
† Andrew William Race
Dillon Naresh Rama
Blake Harrison Reed
† Hana Marie Reed
† Austin Reed Rodenberg
Gabriel Eduardo Rodriguez-Rojas
Mohammad Ronaghi
Sydney Culpom Salow
Tara Christine Schram
Connor Flynn Schwartz
Karisse J. Seegobin
Katherine Clarice Settle
Pedram Shanehsaz
Ankita Sheth
†† Alok Harshad Shiva
Lucas Hays Shrewsbury
†† Elaine L. Simpson
Sugandha Singh
Laura E. Spence
Alexander Maxwell Stewart
Summer Stringer
Hannah Grace Taw
Todd Matthew Thurman
Jacob Nicolas Tice
Brendon Thueson Tinge
Courtney D. Turner
Lindsey Marie Vanderzalm
††† Logan T. Wedding
Jack Thomas Weisbond
Trent Joseph Weyer
Lucas T. Whittle
Isaac A. Workman

Bachelor of Science

† Brandi L. Anderson
† Grace Helen Banahan
† Tiffany Catherine Bass
†† Madison Leroux Blair
Cora Diane Boblett
Casey Jo Boley
† Addison Sage Brasher
Chantele C. A. Byrdwell
Peyton Nicole Collins
† Sharmaine Dela Pena
† Emily Beth Durbin
† Madison Paige Hartman
Alexis Paige Heacock
†† Kate Elizabeth Hempfing
† Mary Ellen Hughes
† Xin Jiang
Brandon Paul Johnson
Angelique Brook Ray Kaiser
Morgan Ruth Kella
† Nia Michelle Kennedy
 McKay Jewel Meyer
Emma Hope Moody
Roshaniben
Tarunbhai Patel
Mary Ashley Peabody
† Rafael Reyes Font
Juliette Rosado
Elizabeth Virginia Scott
††† Hannah Noelle Tak
Ciana Sydney Washington
Megan Paige Whalen

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Brandeis Honor Society
Joseph Boteler  Amanda Edelen  Elizabeth Holbrook Lawrence  William Razor
Ryan Cannon  Kelsea Hall  Margaret Lawrence  Natali Richter
Allison Dempsey  Sydney Lane  Sarah Pennington  Burt Stinson

Samuel L. Greenbaum for Writing and Academic Excellence
Emily Allen  Charles Nelson  April Sain  Abby Jayde Weatherford
V. Katie Davidson  Sarah Pennington  Leah Scharff  Natali Richter
Jacqui Johns  Natali Richter

Meredith Book Award Top Ranked Graduate
Elizabeth Holbrook Lawrence

Leon Seidman Memorial Award
Mikella Fields  Michael Shelton
Leslie Erin Langley  Kalynn Walls
Olivia Rangaswami

Professional Responsibility at Law
William Razor

George Wm Moss Memorial Award
Elizabeth Holbrook Lawrence

Robert C. Jayes Memorial Fund
Demitri Johnson-Cantu

C A Warns Jr Award
Leah Scharff

Samuel L. Greenebaum Public Service Award
Emily Allen

Edwin H. Perry Mediation Fellowship
Jamie Scowcroft

Central High Partnership
Olivia Rangaswami – Writing Skills
Charles Nelson – Overall Award
Abby Jayde Weatherford – Overall Award
 Degrees  

 Juris Doctor  
†† Emily Alicia Marie Allen
†† Emily Anderson
Taylor Rosemary Bachus
† Neal Matthew Baker
Leanna L. Banda Cruz
†† Jonathan R. Barnes
† Ashley Brooke Baxter
† Nathan Robert Bearden
† Audrey Kinder Beckerle
Christopher Logan Blue
†† Joseph D. Boteler
Danielle Lee Burns
† Tiffany J. Byrne
† Daniel Anthony Campayno
†† Ryan Taylor Cannon
Dylan Lawrence Carss
† Ana Patricia Cervera
Melvi Sucely Cifuentes Paul
† Zachary Thomas Courtenay
†† Cara Nicole Crecelius
Victoria Katelyn Davidson
† Morgan McKinney DeNoers
†† Allison Paige Dempsey
† Zachary William Doninger
†† Amanda Marie Edelen
Meredith Anne Ellis
† Paige Elizabeth Ezell
Mikella C. Fields
Noah A. Frantz
Brittany Susan Greenwell
† Peyton Holmes Porter Griffee
Avery D. Griffith
† Abby Jayde Gross
Weatherford
Holli McGehee Hagemeyer
†† Kelsey Denise Hall
Shelby Madison Hall
† Gregory A. Healey
Adam Britton Hibbitts
Samuel Brooks Hoffman
Mckenzie R. Horn
† Alexander Barrett
Hyman
† April Michelle Jarnagin Sain
† Kristen Ann Johnson
† Demetri Johnson-Cantu
† Matthew Willard
Johnston
†† Melissa K. Kapsalis
† Haley Mendez Kesner
Kerolos Kirolos
† Payton Palmer Klatt
† William Bryce Koon
D. Craig Lamb
†† Sydney Alexis Lane
Leslie Erin Langley
†† Elizabeth Holbrook
Lawrence
†† Margaret Lee Lawrence
Robert Miles Lee III
Kelli E. Lile
Trevor A. Lind
Jessica Braukman Lindimore
††† Emily Heeb Lineweaver
Michael H. Mann
Samuel Harrison Matthews
Catherine Renee’ McCloskey
Brittany Renee McClure
Erica A. McCullough
Madison Bailey
McHargue
Kelly Margaret Meurer
Monica A. Molestina
† Thomas Huston
Monarch
Anora Marie Morton
Natalie Marie Nassar
Ross E. Neely
† Charles Nelson IV
Sasha Joy Owen
Julie Michelle Pahler
Jessica Lynn Paul
†† Sarah Morgan
Pennington
Catherine Emily Pierce
† Vijaya Olivia
Rangaswami
†† William Davis Razor
Madeline T. Reed
Cameron L. Rhoades
†† Natali Brooke Richter
Tanner Michael Riffe
Clarissa Rose Roberts
William Josiah Rupp
† Leah Theriot Scharff
Jamie Scowcroft
†† Michael Dalton Shelton
†† Johnathan Hunt
Shewmaker
Michael Nader
Shunnarah
†† Matthew Ryan Sieffert
William Peirce
Smallwood
Phillip S. Smith
† Kerby Taylor Standifer
†† Julia Ellen Stephens
† Keaton T. Stewart
†† Burt Anthony Stinson
Lucas Henry Taylor
James R. Tonkinson
† Kalynn Grace Walls
Amanda Kathryn Jones Webb
Allison Mackenzie White
Oliver P. Wilhite
† Patrick M. Williams
Jenny Beth Willis
† Seth C. Wiseman
† Taylor D. Witt
Michael Alexander Young

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

**Outstanding Bachelor of Social Work Student**
Chinyang Mariko Chou

**BSW Emerging Research Scholar Award**
Molly Olivia Simpson

**Whitney M. Young Award**
BSW Student – Abbigail Jesslynn Clark
MSSW/MSCFT Student – Carmellia Kay Jackson

**Jeanette Comer Noell Award**
BSW Student – Tiffany Renee Adams

**Helen Cloud Austin Award**
BSW Student – Tessa Faye Hunziker
MSSW/MSCFT Student – Carmellia Kay Jackson

**BSW Perseverance Award**
Tainisha Shaykila Porter

**Sophonisba P. Breckinridge Award**
BSW Student – Asia Rayne Sims
MSSW Student – Cortney Brooke Foster

**Bertha Capen Reynolds Award**
BSW Student – Emina Proha
MSSW/MSCFT Student – Carmellia Kay Jackson

**Beth K. Fields Awards**
BSW Student – Susan Renee Castro
MSSW Student – Jacqueline Lucy Aceto, SCN

**Ruth R. Middleman Award**
BSW Student – Anthony James Potter
MSSW Student – James Parker Bowling

**Outstanding Graduate Student Award**
MSSW Student
MSSW/MSCFT Student – Carmellia Kay Jackson

**Alice Eaves Barnes Award**
Master’s Student
Cortney Brooke Foster

**Raymond A. Kent Award**
Master’s Student
Heather Marie Gray

**Stan Frager Community Service Award**
MSSW Student
Ana I. Banos

**Virginia Jenny Madden Award for Student Leadership & Service**
Master’s Student
Christopher L. Brady

**Public Child Welfare Certificate Recipients**
Jennifer Norris
Chase Burkett
Martha Link
Anthony Potter
Patience Wilson

**Alcohol and Drug Counselling Certificate Recipients**
Larry Watson
Jennifer Spurrier
Kayla Orr

**John Richard Binford Memorial Award**
Jill Randall

**Dr. Jef Frank Part-Time Faculty Recognition Award**
Carl Enoch
Lori Paris

**Stan Frager Faculty Community Service Award**
Stephanie Grace Prost

*Ph.D. names are listed under the Graduate School*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kent School Diversity &amp; Social Justice Award</td>
<td>Maya Lynum-Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Contributions by Kent Staff to the Mission and Vision of The School</td>
<td>Elana Nance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSW Capstone Project Award</td>
<td>Thuytien Tiffany Truong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSW Field Practicum Award</td>
<td>Kody Giltner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Millet Field Practicum Award</td>
<td>Christopher L. Brady</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Raymond A. Kent
School of Social Work

Degrees

Master of Science in Couple and Family Therapy
Maria Renee Maupin Anderson
Elizabeth Hannah Boik
Emily Marie Dean
Meredith Marie Edelen
Benjamin M. Hoffman
Carmellia Kay Jackson
Marva Virtiena Lewis
Danielle Ludlum
Katherine Marie Phillips
Raymond Pow
April Diane Smith
English
Hannah Carolyn Woodruff

Master of Science in Social Work
Jacqueline Lucy Aceto, SCN
Bushra I. Ali
Maegan Rose Alvey
Kristopher O. Anderson
Maria Renee Maupin Anderson
Chyna Monet Angelini
Kacie Atkins
Ojo Oluwaseun Babalola
Ana I. Banos
Michael Chad Barkley
Olivia Grace Berling
Marissa Blankenship
Elizabeth Hannah Boik
James Parker Bowling
Tabitha Machelle Bratcher
Ashley Shaneice Brooks
Craig Anthony Brown
Joshua Daniel Buckman
Emily Elizabeth Burden
Michaelan Mercedes Butt
Emily Sanders Catoe
Bridget Megan Clark
Juanita La’Shay Cooper
Amy Schuler Cundiff
Kayce Christian Dallas
Anna Matilda DeAngelis
Clarissa L. Dotson
Samuel Hilborn
Dougherty
Sydney Lenore Durham
Sarah Marie Duvall
Laura Anne Edelberger
Meredith Marie Edelen
Ahmed Siyad Farah
Justin Lee Fugate
Kaitlynn Rose Gahafer
Jennifer Brooke Garrigus
Rebecca Michelle Gilliam
Sara Mae Giza
Kyle Gravatte
Robert Alan Graven
Erica Dawn Green
Miranda Mae Guittar
Kayla Christine Hadynski
Ronald Eugene Hager
Richelle Clarisse Harris
Alicia Brooke Hart
Alexandria Noel Heaton
Danielle Rose Hempel
Emma Eleanor Henkel
Benjamin M. Hoffman
Samantha Marie Hogan
Camille Elise Hood
Leah Rose Hughes
T’Anna Lee Marie Irvine
Carmellia Kay Jackson
Katherine Nicole Johnson
Carolyn Sue Jolly
Madison Kaylyn Jones
Janet Musu Kamara
Reagan DeAnn Kelley
DeShandra Lynette Lawrence
Marva Virtiena Lewis
Theodore Martin Lineberry
Danielle Ludlum
Denise Lumford-Caldwell
Rujeko Olga Machinga
Sabrina Lynell Maddox
Jordan C. Martin
Caitlin E. Masters
Hallie Virginia Mattingly
Jessica Elizabeth McArthur
Sara Nicole McAvoy
Allison K. McCall
Alicia Nicole McCauley
Maria Elizabeth McLean
Sarah Zollner McQueen
Whitney Paige Moon
Erin Lorraine Moore
Montell C. Morones
Heather M. Mullins
Sade Iman Nelson
Alexandra Louise Neumann
Hayli Chandler Nutter
Lindsey Louise Pacheco
Caroline Alicia Patrick
Katherine Marie Phillips
Kaitlyn Danielle Ray
Heather Dawn Riley
Amber Marie Ritchie
Sarah J. Ritchie
Leela Denise Roach
Alyssa Janene Roberto
Senora Monique Rodgers
Madison Marie Roehrig
Tracy L. Rugg
Micquel Denay Sanders
Samer Sayed
Sandra Lynn Schulz-Shelley
April Diane Smith
English
Berrac J. Strode
Tiffany Nicole Summers
Kameron Keyshawn Marie Taylor
Latetia Tierra Bland
Thergood
Kevin Trager
Maria Rebecca Trevizo
Sydney Gail Vandeveer
Madison Victoria Walker
Catherine Mary Weidner
Ashley Taylor Wild
Madison Frost Williams
Hannah Carolyn Woodruff

Master of Science in Social Work with specialization in Alcohol and Drug Counseling
Gerald A. Brown
Kimberly L. Flatt
Taryne Avery Knott
Anthony W. LaBraney
Clairermarie Victoria Locicero
Johnathan R. Tinsley

Master of Science in Social Work with Specialization in Forensic Social Work
Felesha Sharon Gail Albury
Madison Dawn Blair

Master of Science in Social Work with Specialization in Gerontology
Haley Elizabeth Adams
Olivia Ashley Allen
Janet Lynn Buntain
Kelly Ann Nason
Jasmina Rizvanovic
Hannah Page Schafer
Christiana Chioma Tabugbo
Master of Science in Social Work with Specialization in Leadership, Management and Supervision
Cortney Brooke Foster

Master of Science in Social Work with Specialization in Mental Health
Audianna D. Coca
Hannah Elizabeth Dingle
Theresa Rose Durkin
Elana Elizabeth Evans
Holly Renee Gudino
Sydney Paige Hawkins
Lindsey Marie Hendricks
Elizabeth Alexandria Howard
Elizabeth Grace Lykins
Teresa Danielle McMillin
Rebecca Marie Mrozinski
Lincoln Nicole Overbey
Shayla Renee Thompson
Bethany Dawn Traynham

Master of Science in Social Work with Specialization in Psychosocial Oncology
Donna Kay Bartel
Laurel Faye Black
Christopher L. Brady
Brianna Sky Conatser
Madelyn Whitworth Critchelow
Heather Marie Gray
Morgan Margiotta
Antoinette Regina Mason
Helen Rose Slominski
Amanda Kaye Thomas

Master of Science in Social Work with Specialization in School Social Work
Jsha’Querriah De’Quay Ferguson
Mary Jameson Ferree
Renee Gibson
Shana Marie Sherard
Elizabeth Lee Steltenpohl

Bachelor of Social Work
Tiffany Renee Adams
Bethany Marie Allen
Emily Louise Baker
Jia Elizabeth Zhao
Berling
D’Onté Joshua Blount
T’Keyah S. Brown
Chase Lauren Burkett
Olivia Marie Burris
Tamera Ashley Camp
Susan Renee Castro

Abbigail Jesslynn Clark
Adrianna Renee Fields
Kelsey Ann Francis
LaTre’a Nicole Gibson
Kody Lee Giltnert
Spechelle Alysia-Sierra Goodwin
Kaelin Mackenzie Guetig
Tori Elice Henderson

Jacob Cash Hobbs
Tessa Faye Hunziker
Keisha Nicole Jackson
Emily C. Lane
Jesse Diane Lee
Martha Anne Link
Amina Hussein Lugazo
Jenna Morgan Tenille Marlow
Pensy Vanlen Mawi
Alexandra Nailah Mayfield
Sophia Marie Montello
Jennifer Sue Montgomery
Caitlin Paige Mudd
Jennifer Lea Norris
Kayla Charice Orr
Samantha Marie Owens
Brittany Ann Nicole Pfaff
Tainisha Shaykila Porter
Anthony James Potter
Emina Proha
Brooke Kerrington
Raglin

Ana Emily Reyes
Alexandra Elizabeth Richardson
Ashley Renee Royles
Angela M. Russell
Lauren Kaé Sayers
Molly Olivia Simpson
Asia Rayne Sims
Jennifer Marie Spurrier
Amber L. Swick
Kayla R. Thomas
Kayla Marie Warren
Amanda Michelle White
Hannah Elizabeth Williamson
Patience Elise Wilson
Dasia Nicole Woods

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Dean's Award for Highest Scholarship
Hannah Hunter
Anna Winebrenner

Faculty Award for Professional Nursing
Owensboro - Arikah Newton
Louisville - Renuka Dhakal
Louisville - Iraida Estrada Moreno

Helen C. Marshall Award for Outstanding Leadership
Louisville - Victoria Jones

Award for Outstanding Service
Owensboro - Ashley Dukes
Louisville - Anna Winebrenner

President's Outstanding Graduate
Yasmani Barragan Ochoa

The Vicki M. Stogsdill Award (Owensboro)
Yasmani Barragan Ochoa

Masters Entry Into Professional Nursing Leadership Award
Rachel Goldman
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Science in Nursing
Deqo Ahmed
Caylee Michelle Beard
Laura Carolina Blanco Bernal
Kara Nichole Campbell
Whitney Michele Clements
Erin Rae Duncan
Rachel Shoshana Goldman
Quinesia Leenae James
Lauren Claire John
Bethany Nicole Johnson
Sierra Chantel King
Madeline Elizabeth Latino
Elizabeth Rose LeVan
Tiffany Lynn Lindeman
Jenna Louise Lyons
Brittany Anne McNicol
Sidney Elizabeth Melton
Ugochukwu Shola Owolabi
Muhammad Arsalan Shabbir
Safiataou Kabir Sonko
Makenzie Jo Tucker
Shelby E. Tyring
Angelica Danielle Vander zalm
Sydney Nikkolle Waddell
Leigh Jessica Winnick

Post-Graduate Certificate in Adult Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Emilee Ruth Ruxer

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
† Savannah Grace Abels
Deqo Ahmed
† Sara Maxine Allen-Howard
†† Taylor Ellen Alvey
† Caitlin Lee Armstrong
Miketta Lynta Arnold
† Isabella M. Balducci
Kelsey Jamie-Marie Ball
Yasmani Barragan Ochoa
Sydney Lynn Barton
Bethany Lynn Beals
Caylee Michelle Beard
Mckenzie L. Behler
Laura Carolina Blanco Bernal
† LaShara Renee Bonds
Allyson Brooke Bowlds
Dallas Lee Branham
Morgan Danielle Bryant
Jazmine Kay Burgess
Shelby Jean Buschkoetter
Jameka Kym Calhoun
Leah Camp
Kara Nichole Campbell
† Taylor Alexis Case
Kaitlyn Daugherty Casteel
† Taylor Morgan Chatmon
Joseph Louis Ciaramitaro
Macy Elizabeth Clark
Lindsay Ellen Claycomb De’Asia Marie Clayton
Whitney Michele Clements
Cierra Nicole Clyburn-Combs
Kelsey Renae Coke
Cheryl Lee Coleman
† Spencer Douglas Comingore
Michelle Leigh Connors
Lauren Michelle Coons
Madison Elaine Comett
Valeria Sominet Cowell
† Danielle Cyan Crank
† Renuka Dhakal
Clara Dean Dixon Mackenzie Rae Drolleff
Ashley Marie Dukes
Erin Rae Duncan
Lindsay Nicole Erlenbach
Andrea Dominique Guevarra Esguerra
††† Iraida Estrada Moreno
Taylor Mackenzie Fenwick
Savannah Brooke Flaherty
Charley Renee Frankum
Taylor Neale Gardner
Grace Anne Gerals
Sydney Michelle Gilman
† Heather Nicole Glidewell Nicole Michelle Goeccker
Rachel Shoshana Goldman
† Laryssa Ashley Goodall
Thomas Clark Hagan
† Alexa Layne Herrin
Natala Gale Hollman
†† Hannah Grace Hunter
† Crystal Montille Ivey
Kayleigh Erin James
Quinesia Leenae James
Lauren Claire John
Bethany Nicole Johnson
Victoria Nicole Jones
† Haylee Nicole Judge
† Caroline Ann Keifer
Olivia Grace King
Sierra Chantel King
Erin Elizabeth Kirchner
Madeline Elizabeth Latino
††† Camila Lourdes Lauciello
Thomas Daniel Le
Elizabeth Rose LeVan
Amanda Rene’ Lillpop
Tiffany Lynn Lindeman
Brookelyn Mariah Logue
Abigail Long
Nicholas Loveland
Jenna Louise Lyons
Wesley G. Marcum
Shanna Leigh Mathis
Michaela Anne McCabe
† Shaylah Yasmine McKeever
Brittany Anne McNicol
Lindsay Rae Mehringer
Sidney Elizabeth Melton
Hannah Marie Miller-Parrish
Melissa Jean Moberly
Elizabeth Marie Money
Alexis Paige Morgan
† Laura Elizabeth Mosley
† Melliha Mujezinovic
Bethany Nyasha Muzanenhumo
Anna L. Newman
† Arikah Shae Newton
† Mary Katherine Norris
Ethereal O’Connell
Dylan Zhang Odell
Kristen Nicole Olinick
Ugochukwu Shola Owolabi
† Ye Rin Paek
†† Krina J. Patel
Shelby Lee Pfeiffer
† Carolyn Olivia Phillips
Shelby Nicole Phillips
Caitlyn Reese Pike
†† Amanda Jo Prelewicz
Sofiya Radjapov
† Madison Nicole Rennaker
Areona Michelle Reynolds
† Jenna Lee Jin Richmond
Emma Rothenberg
Jessica Lauren Roush
Paige Renee Schabel
† Abigail J. Scott

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

Post-Graduate Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Mary Edith Hill
Jackie J. Smith

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Joanne Elizabeth Seaton
Emily Grace Selby
Muhammad Arsalan Shabir
Cami Jean Shields
Macie Marie Sidebottom
Caitlin Elizabeth Smith
Safiatou Kabir Sonko
† Sarah Alexandria Sparks
Lauren St. Clair
Katelyn Lisabeth Stahl
Som Subba
Ashlyn J. Tanner
†† Jordan M. Tapp
Makenzie Jo Tucker
† Danielle Georgia Turner
Shelby E. Tyring
††† Ana Isabel Valdes Bencomo
Angelica Danielle Vander Zalm
† Martin Fabian Vasquez
† Dakota Hope Vittitow
Sydney Nikkolle Waddell
Jada Shanae Warfield
Dorcas Salome Wasike
Andrew Lloyd Weaver
Imari Shontez Wheat
† Brellyn Michelle
Whitehill
††† Anna Ruth Winebrenner
Leigh Jessica Winnicki
† Jennifer M. Withers
Alexis Marie Worden
Jacinta Michele Young
Hannah Josephine Zellers
Jessica Zheng

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Student
Heather Ness

Dean's Award
Victoria Clemons – Master's
Zoe Resmondo – Master's
Charmi Shah – Undergraduate

Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society
Undergraduate
Isabella Nico Thom

Graduate Service Award
Rachel Parrill – Master's
Charmi Shah – Undergraduate

University Honors Scholar
Sarah Draud
Elizabeth Lepovsky
Holly Zoeller

Delta Omega Honor Society Inductees
Lynsey Crumbie – Master's
Jenna Orwick – Master's
Isabella Nico Thom – Undergraduate

Health & Social Justice Scholar
Diane M. Zero
Degrees

Master of Public Health
Adegboyega Adebambo
Akenroye
Enaam Alali
Lamya Alharbi
Mariam Hamoud
Alluhibi
Shorog Dial A.
Alshamrani
Catherine Margaret
Bryan
Kathleen Elaine Bryant
Meredith Nicole Cahill
Victoria Clemons
Lynsey Mychele Crumbie
Emily Ann Divino
Katrina Marie Dunn
Grant P. Harris
Stephen Garrett Keefer
Taylor Elaine Miller
Jenna Elizabeth Orwick
Yesenia Rosales-Avila
Morgan Alexandria
Stanley
Allison Dawn Toler
Nawal Ali Y. Yaqoub
Taylor O’Brien Young

Bryce Wiley
Charles Antrone
Woods Jr.

Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
Jennifer Michelle
Giddens
Daniel Dongiu Kim
Sarah Elizabeth Perkins
Jedidiah Shang
Alex Aaron Tomlin

Graduate Certificate in Clinical Investigation Science
Jennifer Mulla Gibson

Bachelor of Arts
† Michael Joseph Allgood
†† Megan Lynn Brown
††† Angela Lynn Campbell
†† Thomas Harper Dotsey
††† Sarah Elizabeth Draud
†† Evan Robert Greenwell
Akanksha Mahesh Gupta
Madison Ann Kannapel
† Taylor Klein
Jose Jesus Landeros
Vasquez
††† Elizabeth Jane
Lepovskiy
Markeyah Ayanna Lewis
Caitlyn Marie Metcalf
Jennifer Elizabeth
Morejon
† Heather Dawn Ness
Chukwudum
Chukwuemeka Okeke
††† Nikky Bhupendra Patel
Savannah Lea Phillipps
† Griffin Michael Phillips
† Kierra Alella-Dalee’ Scott
† Scotland G. Stewart
Mirza Suljic
Lydia Agnes Tanque
†† Isabella Nicolien Thom
† Alexandra R. Thompson
†† Lauren Mackenzie
Turner
Lindsey Nicole Vaughan
Paul Jeremiah White
Elizah Leanne Wilson
†† Holly Renee Zoeller

Bachelor of Science
Brittany Lanna Blair
Leah Rose Bookout
Brittany Michelle Bowen
Madison Denise Cooke
† Alexis Champayne
Coulter
Madison Rose Gullett
Natasha Biva Hamilton
† Joley Lang Helton
Veronica Hoagland
Katherine Elyne
Johnson
Kirandeep K. Kaur
†† Hannah Lynn Keenan
Abbygail Kessinger
Bay-Leigh Annisah
Lockhart
Dennis Nyasha Mashindi
Rachel Carol
Mermelstein
Kalkidan Tsehaye Mesfin
Cary Joseph Moeller
Hilary Pagan Luna
Shivang Paresh Patel
Selma Podbicanin
† Mina S. Rodgers
Chloe Ruark
Lauren Victoria Schipper
† Charmi B. Shah
Sabrina Abdulaziz
Sheikh Ikar
Antwone Euguen Sloss
†† Ty-Cody Jeffrey Taylor
Lauryn Alexis Waddel

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
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Prizes, Honors and Awards

Lewis S. Streng Award
Matthew Newcomer
Morgan Tallio

Robert C. Ernst Award
Carl Grief
Benjamin Mitchell
Christian Tobbe

Bennett M. Brigman Award
Thien Doan

William S. Speed Award
Zachary Long

Alfred T. Chen Memorial Scholarship Award
Johnathan Frech

J.B. Speed School of Engineering Alumni Award
Amanda Greenwell

Outstanding Student Award
Sarah Metzger

The J.B. Speed School Leader of the Year Award
Luke Malone

Co-Op of the Year Award
Bailey Florek
Maggie Hoehler
Jacob Lichtefeld
Justin Meredith
Shiloh Norris
Angela Phillabaum
Vincenzo Rudy

University Honors Scholar
Cassie Nieves Arboleda
Rianne Bubaker Kablan

Bioengineering Department Awards

Departmental Alumni Award
Anna Goestenkors

Joseph Henry Award In Translational Bioengineering
Zachary Long

Rolando “Chip” Cheng Jr. Memorial Scholarship Award
Sienna Shacklette

Jerry & Pat Sturgeon Academic Excellence Award
Anna Goestenkors

Mickey R. Wilhelm Achievement Award
Joey Breckenridge

Judi Olsen Endowed Scholarship
Ekaterina Kovatsenko

Best Doctoral Student Peer-Reviewed Journal Paper
Yaser Elnakieb
Jessica Miller

Doctoral Student Inventorship Award
Connor Centner

Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) Chapter Award
Zachary Raich

Exemplary Research Scholarship Award
Ahmed Alksas
Brett Janis
Heba El-Sayed Kandil
Hunter Miller
Ahmed Shaffie
Mohamed Shehata
Ahmed Abdullah Sleman

Doctoral Student Federal Funding Award
Landon Tompkins

Exemplary Doctoral Dissertation Award
Landon Tompkins
Chemical Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Adam Flynn
Max A. Stoler Memorial Award
Samuel Romes
Chemical Engineering Outstanding Undergraduate Award
Carl Grief
Sarah Metzger
Donald F. Othmer Academic Excellence Award
Dylan Boone

Civil & Environmental Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Ben Emery
CEE Undergraduate Recognition Award
Abigail Just
CEE Graduate Recognition Award
Angela Tran
Kentucky Section ASCE Scholarship Award
Matthew Arnold
Jacob Thomas

Computer Science Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Rachel Gasetoto Johnson
John H. Simester Award
Kyle Anderson
Raymond I. Fields Award
Grace McClurg
ACM Distinguished Student Award
Justin Martin
CSE Master of Science Award
Connor Pigott
CSE Arthur M. Riehl Award
Aneseh Alvanpour
Asuman C. Acun
Mohamed Shehata
CSE Outstanding Undergraduate Award
Armin Sokoli
IEEE Outstanding CSE Student Award
Caroline Boone
Jeremy Boyd
CSE Doctoral Award
Mohsen Asghari
Mariem Boujelbene
Heba El-Sayed Kandil
Huan Liu
Gwong Sun Scholarship Award
Lucas Threlfall

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Griffin W. Maxwell
Samuel T. Fife Outstanding Master of Engineering Graduate in Electrical Engineering Award
Mason Gardone
Nathan Hodges
Lucas Huddleston
Raley Suter
Samuel T. Fife Scholarship Award
Ethan Tracy
M. Gordon Northrup Student Activities Award
Kaleb Byrum
IEEE Outstanding Student Awards
Cameron Harper
Matthew Nguyen
Electrical Engineering Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Benjamin Veasey

Industrial Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Morgan Tallio
Institute of Industrial Engineers Activity Award
Rachel Blanton
Louis D. Brandeis Scholarship Award
Mercedes Pastor

American Society For Quality Scholarship Award
Peyton Paulson

Industrial Engineering Graduate Student Award
Arnab Roy

Industrial Engineering Doctoral Dissertation on Award
Mohsen Mohammadi

Mechanical Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Julio Izquierdo

Hsing Chuang Award for Excellence in Graduate Study
Matthew Roe

American Society of Mechanical Engineers' Student Section Award
Rachel Gambrell

Mechanical Engineering Department Academic Achievement Awards
Cassidy Caid
William Spade
Christian Tobbe
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Engineering in Bioengineering
Nathaniel John Alexander
Joey Emery Breckenridge Jr.
Christian Dana Buckley
Connor Joseph Burns
Danielle Kristine Cory
Nathan Daniel Gunning
Samantha Islam
Zachary Tyler Long
Winston Tyler Rauch

Master of Engineering in Chemical Engineering
Christopher Addison Abney
Jamila Elise Bland
Kelly Marie Lee
Luis Norman Moreno
Brianna Leigh Price
Samuel Timothy Rumes
Robert Joseph Skarvan Jr.
Robert Carl Spalding

Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering
Noah David Baioni
Samuel Wesley Clinard
Sheila Anne Dougherty
Sydney Nicole Fogo
Amanda Rose Greenwell
Sarah Catherine Haynes
James Jude Hutchins
Ryan Jacob Johnson
Megan Elizabeth Jones
Trenton Michael Kastensmidt
Anthony Scott Kittle
Robert Trent Lyons
Makayla Elizabeth Marr
Bryan Zachary Moore
Natalie August Neace

Master of Engineering in Computer Science and Engineering
Trevor Aaron Bright
Keval Atul Butala
Sai Manasa Chintala
Thomas Edmund Constantino
Trevor Andrew DeGruccio
Thien Phuoc Doan
Aaron Michael Fox
Justin Huffman
Rachel Gasetoto Johnson
Andrew William Nguyen Vo
Kendall Scott Ogden
Jackson Alexander Paul
Seth Russell Thompson
Robert Max Caubit Williams

Master of Engineering in Electrical Engineering
Kaleb Austin Byrum
Michael Peter DeGroot
Kenneth Edward Draper
Michael William Ferko
Mason Alexander Gardone
Hayden Lee Hiller
Nathan Christopher Hodges
Conner Mark Hoffman
Lucas Scott Huddleston
Cameron David O’Nan

Master of Engineering in Engineering Management
Husam Basim Jameel Alkendi
Kody Glenn Arvin
Grant Andrew Baldwin
Madeline Louise Baldwin
Jordan Farrell Bates
Wade William Bebo
Shelley Martha Hutson Carter
Anthony Daniel Clark
Katherine Elise Cox
James Lee Eberhart Jr.
Charlie Clay Frazier Jr.
Eric John Gall
Samuel Burke Gaskin
Luke Alan Grossmann
Damir Hajdarevic
Jonah Harrison Largen
Nathan Gen Jung Lee
Harsha Malkani
Wayne Lee Masteller
Garrett Elijah McGrady
Peyton Elizabeth Paulson
Anthony Tri Minh Pham
Amanda Kay Salata
Adalena Anaye Shake
Michael Anthony Spegele
Casey Owen Thomas
Thanh Binh Xuan Trinh
Brandon Reid Von Ohlen
Malcolm Jalmor Williams
Stephen James Willis
Sydney Elizabeth Wittrock

Master of Science
Saleh Abdullah Almohameed
Michael Robin Blackwood
Rocco Joseph Cordaro
Isabella Mari Salamat Cuasay
Benjamin Edwards Farber
Jesse Robert Fisher
Joni Allen Ford
Steven Harrison Fox
Bethany Winnette Faith Long

Master of Engineering in Industrial Engineering
Chelsea M. Anderson
Trevor Dean Angel
Rachel Crenshaw
Emery Rose Fritz
Morgan Anne Tallio

Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
Troy Benjamin Coleman
†† Robert Michael Ench
Patrick Thomas Flowers
Ji-Hae Kim
Eric Anderson Laun
Kaylee Danielle Norvell
Parker Alan Osburg
William Benjamin Powers
Matthew Watson Roe
Nathan James Roe
Andrew William Schlichting
Benjamin Jeffrey Schoborg
Fuad George Shadah
Brady Isaac Spalding

† With Honors
‡ With High Honors
§ With Highest Honors
Charles (Chip) Martin Lynch
Griffin William Maxwell
Dmitry Sergeyevich Nortsev
Adriana Melissa Ontiveros Gonzalez
Matthew Christopher Paulette
Connor B. Pigott
Benjamin Paul Richards
Jalysa Nicole Scherer
Tyler Lee Settle
Jyotsna Sharma
Seth Aaron Sorensen
Larry Michael Summers
Jacob Wells
Aaron L. Williams

† Nicholas Lee Huffman
† Mason Glenn Huff
† Caitlin Marie Howard
†† Sydney Elizabeth Herold
††† Olivia Susan Cooney
†††† Daniel R. Benson II

Bioengineering
Science in
Bachelor of
Engineering
Transportation
Certificate in
Graduate
Data Mining
Certificate in
Graduate
Cybersecurity
Certificate in
Graduate

††† Sarah Virginia Metzger
† Justin Daniel Jacobson
† Matthew Edward Hock
† Andrew Blake Hicks
††† Carl Adrian Grief
†††† Matthew Connor Groves

Graduate
Certificate in
Cybersecurity
Jackson Alexander Paul

Graduate
Certificate in
Data Mining
Tristan Cole Burton
Christina Han
Matthew Christopher Paulette
Jyotsna Sharma

Graduate
Certificate in
Transportation
Engineering
Madeline Ashley Adkins

Bachelor of
Science in
Bioengineering
Hunain A. Abri
†† Daniel R. Benson II
† Jae Young Blankenship
† Mariah Lynn Clark
† Olivia Susan Cooney
† Jonathan Matthew Damron
† Taylor Mackenzie Fisher
† Destiny Faith Gibson
†† Sydney Elizabeth Herold
† Caitlin Marie Howard
† Mason Glenn Huff
† Nicholas Lee Huffman
† Tucker Lake Jewell
† Clara Elizabeth Jones
†† Rianne Bubaker Kablan
†† Emma Rose Little
† Luke Thomas Loughran
† Daniel Robert Mills
† Kayla N. Montgomery
† John Thomas Moore
† John Brendan O’Lone
† Parth Parikh
† Riyakumari Kiranbhai Patel
† Emma Marie Raney
† Kara Christine Reihmer
†† Jacob W. Sebree
†† Sienna L. Shacklette
† Dillon Tyler Thomas
† Saisree Vangoor
†† Madeline G. Wesley
† Calvin Wesley Yoakum
† Matthew Steven Pittler
† Patrick Daniel Rodrigue
† Samuel Carl Rolling
† Abigail M. Sargent
† Edward Martin Schultz
† Micah Robert Skaggs
† Lukas Carr Slucher
† Cassidy Jane Smith
† Meghan Marie Snellings
†‡ Jacquelyn Nicole Sturgill
† Lana Rene Taylor
† Filipe Duque Estrada
† Teixeira
† Jonathan Kirk Tyra
† Emily Nicole Yadon
† Taylor Dale Young

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
† Juan Pablo Aguero
† Martinez
† Andrew J. Arcieri
† Grace Corine Bank
† Taylor Nicole Barrowman
† Avery Madison Bergdorf
† Chase Ayelette
† Blakeman
† Benjamin Michael
† Blumeier
† William Bodden
† Christopher Paul Boone
† Janae Nicole Boyd
† Joseph Cody Browning
††† Chelsea Lynn Brumback
† William Gustaf Davis
† Morgan Day-CAMPbell
† Bradley Christopher
† Edwards
† Cameron Michael Gomes
† Parker James Graf
†† Matthew Connor Groves
†† Maggie Elizabeth
† Hoehler
†† Nyan Kaung Htet
† Robert Lancaster Isaacs
† Axel Thomas Jagoe
† Bryn Elizabeth Kabbes
† Eric Richard Lauer
† Bryan Edward Lucas
† Jennifer Anne Marks
† David Faulkner Mason
† Jarrod Austin Messex
† Emily Elizabeth
† Netherton
† Tyler James Peers
† Joshua Logan Puthoff
† Bostin Anthony Richards
†† Austin Keith Robinson
† Taylor Marie Sang
† Matthew Thomas
† Barnes
† Andrew Wesley
† Albrecht
† Matthew Thomas
† Barnes
† Kevin Austin Barnett
† Claire Rose Benver
† Jarrod Paul Blackburn
† Caroline Elizabeth
† Boone
† Jeremy Randall Boyd
†† Dillon Aubrey Brock
† James Dwight
† Bryant II
† Thomas Mark Cheal
† Lindie Claude
† Wandja
† Chenou
† Melissa Maria
† Coronado
† Nathan Robert
† Domagalski
† Shayne Thomas Evans
† Matthew Thomas
† Franxman
† Osvaldo Garcia
† Almaguer
† Daniel Earl Green
† Timothy James Huey
† Adam Baron Jones
† Garrett Matthew Keller
† Micah L. Kindred
† Chase Martin Kosek
† Aaron Thong Lam
† Emily M. Legg
† Jacob Aaron Lightefeld
† Christian Michael May
† Robert Alexander
† McDonald
† Stephen Matthew
† Metzger
† Peter Anthony Miglio
† Mathew Alexander Miles
† Seth Harrison Phillips
† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering
† Andrew Wesley
† Albrecht
† Matthew Thomas
† Barnes
† Kevin Austin Barnett
† Claire Rose Benver
† Jarrod Paul Blackburn
† Caroline Elizabeth
† Boone
† Jeremy Randall Boyd
†† Dillon Aubrey Brock
† James Dwight
† Bryant II
† Thomas Mark Cheal
† Lindie Claude
† Wandja
† Chenou
† Melissa Maria
† Coronado
† Nathan Robert
† Domagalski
† Shayne Thomas Evans
† Matthew Thomas
† Franxman
† Osvaldo Garcia
† Almaguer
† Daniel Earl Green
† Timothy James Huey
† Adam Baron Jones
† Garrett Matthew Keller
† Micah L. Kindred
† Chase Martin Kosek
† Aaron Thong Lam
† Emily M. Legg
† Jacob Aaron Lightefeld
† Christian Michael May
† Robert Alexander
† McDonald
† Stephen Matthew
† Metzger
† Peter Anthony Miglio
† Mathew Alexander Miles
† Seth Harrison Phillips
† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Logan Allen
Prestigiacomo
Rohan V. Reddy
William Samuel Reilly
Eric Alexander Ritter
Nicholas Todd Shannon
† Michael S. Skarlatov
Theodore Lee South
† Gregory Patrick Strever
Christopher Lawrence Summers
† Colby Hunter Thacker
Noah Andrew Tongate
Thomas Brody
Underwood
† Natalina Corrinne Vaccaro
Octavio Ricardo Villalaz Lince
Mark Andrew Webb
Austin Ray Wynn

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
††† Shaye K. Allen
†† Rio Brittany
† John Stephen Buckles
  Jackie Cheng
  Lane Thomas Clark
  Joshua Taylor Coe
  Collin Michael Cruise
† Lance Garrett Dyke
† Andrew Dylan
  Franxman
†† Johnathan Michael Frech
†† Benjamin William Gerdes
  Chad Ryan Goff
† Benjamin Douglas Hummel
  John Clark Ingram
  Neel Manoj Jain
  Zen Sawm Kim
  Sarah Levay
  Isabel Madison Long
  Brian Alexander Mayer
  Nicholas Scott McClain
† Brian Charles Mortberg
  Thai Van Nguyen
† Brycen R. Ohara
  Trevor Tochi Onodu
† Smith M. Patel
  Noah James Rogers
† Michael Gregory Turner
Nicholas Lee Westurn
Mitchell Thomas Wiseman

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Jesse M. Adcock
† Wesley Edward Aldridge
Heidi Nicole Anderson
† JoBe Alexander Arnold
† Claire Elizabeth Benson
  Rebecca Janelle Ying
  Berling
  Alexander Jordan Borchers
  Cole Christopher Burch
  Ryan P. Childers
  John Anthony Ciaramitaro
Desiree L. Cole
  Grant Thomas Combs
  Caleb Sawyer Covington
  Devin John Crilly
  Andrew Robert Cripe
† Mark Michael DeNeve
  Nicolas Agustin Ferreyra
  Jacob Danforth Fiepke
  Camden Charles Fisher
† Matthew Alexander Furnish
† Randall Martin Geiss
  Brett Cody Gordon
  Isaac Daniel Hall
†† Lily Stark
  Herchenroeder
  Jacob Dwayne Hogan
  Dustin Edward Hollenkamp
† John Daniel Holtgrewe
  Bradford James Hood
†† Reagan Jennings
  Phillip Alexander Jones
  Avery Stephen Karem
  Katherine J. Ledford
  Weston Andrew Lockhart
† Luke Joseph Malone
  Joseph Allen Marlette
  Natalie Grace May
  William Frederick McFarland
  Ryan Walter McPhilomy
† Will Teakle Meadows
  Aaron J. Miller
†† Benjamin Daniel Mitchell
  Mahad Abdullahi Mohamed
† Reagan Kate Murphy
  Jacob Alan Newberry
† Paige Elizabeth Noble
† Jacob Kelly O’Bryan
  Amal Kirit Patel
  Tanner Christopher Pitakis
  Joshua Heyun Powell
  Lauren Elizabeth Reinersman
  William Chase Renner
† Samuel Joseph Ritchie
† Charles Donald Robinson III
  Mason Tyler Sansone
  Jason Patrick Schreiber
  Chad Christopher Sellars
  Joshua Alan Siebe
  William Eric Snyder
†† Adam Fredrick Stegman
  Austin Matthew Stewart
  Cole Daron Stewart
  Devlin Rasean Stivers
† Philip Douglas Stubenrauch
  Briana Nicole Stumbo
  Carlos R. Suarez Bouza
  William Dixon Taylor
†† Christian Eugene Tobbe
† Franklin Owen Tucker
† Julia R. Vogt
  Christopher James Weitlauf
† Kelsey Paige Wunderlich
  Eli Robert Young
††† Justin Michael Young
  Tyler Benjamin Young

† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduating Senior Award
Murphy Lamb

Sixty First Annual Alumni Award
Lize Dreyer

Helen Boswell Award in Music Education
Natalie Humble

University Honors Scholar
Lize Dreyer

School of Music Senior Award for Academic Achievement
Rachel Barber
Katelyn Blaszynski
Liam Clarke
Lize Dreyer
Misaki Hall
Stephanie Hile
Adelaide Hincks
Natalie Humble
Murphy Lamb
Joshua Lang
Stephanie Laun
Ethan Murphey
Isaac Pendley
Miranda Phelps
Andrew Ramsey
Tarren Sexton
Lauren Smith
Griffin Wilson
Christopher Wolfzorn

Pi Kappa Lambda Inductees

Graduate Students
David Borman
David Deacon
Austin Echols
Hannah Gibson
Seung Ah Kwon
Daniel Monaghan
Jonathon Pan
Ben Taylor

Undergraduate Students
Reagan Bunce
Austin Cunningham
Savannah Knapp
Murphy Lamb
Isaac Pendley
Andrew Ramsey
Tarren Sexton
Degrees

Master of Music
    Robert Louis Acosta
    Isaac Bradley Barzso
    David Franklin
    Borman III
    Emilia Carter
    Salvatore Anthony
    Contrino
    Elizabeth Marie Cooksey
    Matheus Felipe De Oliveira Paglacci
    Sarah Catherynne
    DeMoor
    David Allen Deacon
    Joshua James Dickey
    Austin Holmes Echols
    Aaron Joseph Hill
    SeungAh Kwon
    Daniel Thomas
    Monaghan
    Jonathon Junlin Pan
    Donald Robbins
    Sylvia Iman Santoso
    Benjamin Sevy
    Alexander James Shinn
    Timothy Andrew Smith
    Victoria Desiree Smith
    Willard Benjamin Taylor
    Aidan Thomas Terry
    Amelia Gwen Welsh

Master of Music Education
    Michael Ian Colavita

Bachelor of Arts
    Justin Glen Cooper
    † William Richard
    Goodwin
    ††† Murphy Douglas Lamb
    Taylor Mae Mills
    † Andrew Munro Ramsey
    Oliver Adam Sayani
    Jack Sanford Segal
    † Tarren Scott Sexton
    †† Lauren Marie Smith
    Nikolai Michael
    Wasdovich

Bachelor of Music
    † Rachel Hope Barber
    †† Katelyn Nicole
    Blaszynski
    Emily Brooke Brumley
    Brittany Nicole Carwile
    †† Liam Brendan-Paul
    Clarke
    ††† Lize Marie Dreyer
    † Annalie Cristina Durbin
    Cole Evan Gregory
    † Misaki Hall

Spencer John Hawkins
† Stephanie Lynn Hile
† Adelaide Rose Hincks
† Natalie Paige Humble
Cameron Barron Ivie
Katherine Jordan
† Joshua D. Lang
† Stephanie Elena Laun
† Ethan Boyd Murphey
Timothy Lane Myers
Cheyenne Jade Nicole
Norris
† Isaac Ray Pendley
† Miranda Lynne Phelps
† Andrew Munro Ramsey
John Anthony Tarullo
† Griffin Reid Wilson
† Christopher David
Wolfzorn
Roman Gabriel Wood
J. Carter Ray Woosley

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Outstanding Graduate in the College of Business
Brianna Marie Blasi

Outstanding Graduate in Accountancy
Rachael Ann Burch

Outstanding Graduates in Computer Information Systems
Kathryn Paulette Justus
Kitrina Renae Justus

Outstanding Graduate in Economics
Molly Grace Baldock

Outstanding Graduate in Equine Business
Lee Gabriel Lenkoff

Outstanding Graduate in Finance
Zachary Brent Taylor

Outstanding Graduate in Management
Jai’Marya Alexis Prince

Outstanding Graduate in Marketing
Brianna Marie Blasi

Louis A. Grief Outstanding Senior in Accountancy
Rachael Ann Burch

Outstanding Senior in Computer Information Systems
Zachary Thane Johnson

Carl E. Abner Outstanding Senior in Economics
Madison Leigh Bowlds

The Robert G. Lawrence Outstanding Senior in Equine Business
Lee Gabriel Lenkoff

Outstanding Senior in Finance
Thuy Trang Do

Outstanding Senior in Management
Jai’Marya Alexis Prince

Outstanding Senior in Marketing
Brianna Marie Blasi

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Accounting
Elyse L. Portal

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Computer Information Systems
Robert Paul Sutherland

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Economics
Molly Grace Baldock

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Finance
Zachary Brent Taylor

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Management
Jai’Marya Alexis Prince

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Marketing
Brittany Lowe

Academic Achievement in Economics
Eli Jordan Graft
Anna Mae King
Kyle Joseph McGlothlin
Natalie Lynn Middleton
Cole Alexander Roberts
Alexandra Mason
Vaughn
Veronica R. Vaughn
Taylor Ann Young

Mortar Board Scholars
Anthony Devin Lamont Graham
Lee Gabriel Lenkoff
Ashley Nicole Will

University Honors Scholars
Katherine Min Casey
Tessa Isabelle Chilton
Kayla Nicole Davenport
Emma Nicole Knaley
Lee Gabriel Lenkoff
Robert Paul Sutherland
Ashley Nicole Will
Taylor Ann Young
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Business Administration
Honey Abrams
Chelsea Rae Adams
Jonathan Brent Albert
Samuel Mark Anderson
Spencer Clay Anderson
James L. Ayers
Shane William Blystone
Dwight A. Brown
Eric Glen Brown
Mikel LeShawn Brown
Xavier Lewis Burrell
Robert Nolan Carrico
Anthony R. Carter
Orlando Castillo
Camilo M. Castillo
Corey Alexander Caudill
Hongyu Chen
Matt Collins
Christopher Charles Collova
Allison Paige Culver
Patrick Matthew Daly
Sushovan Datta
Kyle Aaron DeBoer
Erica De La O
Matthew James Dombrosky
Ryan David Doyle
Moumita Dutta
Bryan Alan Eisenmeyer
Lauren K. A. Ellis
Nicholas Jeffrey Elmore
Douglas Wayne Emery
Jordan Blake Essex
Dana Ballow Fennell
Jarred Bradley Ford
Reid Daniel Fuente
Celene Mue Funke
Michael Giuseppe Garuccio
Nicholas Andrew George
Joshua Ernest Gilberts
Giovanni Giorcelli
William George Goff III
Jared Elijah Goldwire
Brandon R. Goodwin
Alexander Grasser
Karalylnn McNeal Denson
Flanigan Graves
Cory Daniel Gregory
Reba Oleka Hamlin
Sharika Renea Hazley
Wesley Shane Hensley
James William Herr
Kathryn A. Honegger
Nicole Presley Inwood
Thomas Syfan Jackson
Bridgep P. Johnson-Fields
Timothy Andrew Koester
Tod Michael Kroger
Scott Andrew Lawrence
Sharleeka Love Lewis
Danielle Angeline Lizarazo
Brendan William Lowery
Larry Mahaffey
Daniel Thomas Maher
Dean S. Manning
John Patrick Manzella
Peter Jachi Mbanasor
Erin Mary Mcrudden
Melany Denise Meador
Anne Milby-Anderson
Heather Fleming Moore
Luke D. Morales
Franklin Harlan Moreau
Alex Morris
Hilary Murray
Thomas Scott Nauert
Joseph Samir Neimat
Walter William Newell
Kathryn O’Malley
Lensi Anne Parham
Ryan Kristofer Parker
Pallavi Arun Patil
Lauren Ann Pedley
Alfred DeWayne Pevey
Cody Hunter Penrod
Ean Paul Pfeifer
Stephanie Lauren Plut
Nicholas Cissna
Rennenger
Danten Michael Rice
Dakota Makenzie Rock
Brooklyn Ryan Russell
Amel Sakanovic
Olivia Rose Sharp
William Joel Sharrer
Omar Jamal Shatara
Jeremy K. Sheets
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
Stephen Smith
Tate Henry Smith
Andrew James Szerletich
Sydney Ann Thompson
Jessica L. Townsend
Richard Joe vanBuskirk
Angela Marie Wagner
Donald Warling
Dustin Tyler West
Derwin Eugene White
Benjamin Kyle Willcut
Elizabeth Ann Williams
Coleman Lee Young III
Maxwell Stephen Zoeller

College of Business

Graduate Certificate in Distilled Spirits Business
Jonathan Brent Albert
Patrick Benison
Mikel LeShawn Brown
Xavier Lewis Burrell
Joseph Seth Callahan
Scott William Hayes
Clifford
Peter Hamilton Connor
Jacob Stewart Couch
Kyle Aaron DeBoer
Thomas Peter Dodson
Monique Roshell DuVall
Bryan Alan Eisenmeyer
Jerome Nicholas Finn
Scott James Gardner
Alexander Grasser
Cory Daniel Gregory
Katherine Patricia Halbleib
Sydney Taylor Hall
Emily Teresa Harrison
Robert Gregory Hawkins
Austin Hazelwood
Christopher T. Kauffman
Samuel William Kruse
John Patrick Manzella
Alex Morris
Lane M. Murphy
Samantha Noelle Orange
Lensi Anne Parham
Nicholas Cissna
Rennenger
Blake Crossin Reynolds
Robert John Richter

Candidate for Distinction
Candidate for High Honors
Candidate for Highest Honors
Bachelor of Business Administration

Michael Bruce Chesser

Bachelor of Arts

† Benjamin Louis Barberie
† Julianna B. Casey
† Sydne Abigail Foster
† Caleb David Mullikin
† Kamden Ryan Price
† Taylor Ann Young
† Annabel Aisha Al-Ahmadi
††† Trang Thuy Do
††† William Robert Dillen
††† Matthew Davis Jackson
†† Cameron Drew Hunt
††† Rachel Nicole Howard
††† Daniel Isaac Hodges
† Samuel Ura Hildreth
† Reese Parker Higgins
††† Megan Kimberly
†† AnnMarie Grace
†† Madison Rose Graves
† Taven Lamarr Graves
† Bryce Christopher Green
† Joshua Green
† Carmyn Alexys
† Greenwood
††† James Granton
† Larimore
†† Noah John Layman
† Bradley Allen Layten
† Adam Craig Leite
† Lee Gabriel Lenkoff
† Megan Rene Lepley
† Andy Nianxing Lin
† Bryanna Dominique Linton
† Christopher Alexander Lund
† Jason Luong
† Scott Nguyen Luong
† Sean Patrick Madden
† Erika Nicole Maglasang
† Jabez Andrew Mahan
† Marcus Lawrence Maier
† Jermaine Richard Malloy
† Sartaj Singh Mann
† Jack Edward Marecki
† Bradley Gerhard Martin
† Efrain Vo Martinez
† John Joseph Mast Jr.
† Austin T. Mattingly
† Jessica Rae Mattingly
† Sawyer McKinley
† Mattingly
† Alexis Simone May
† Ramsey Connor Mayne
† Kaeli McCarty
† Conner Allen McClure
† Ian Douglas McDuff
† Kali Elizabeth McHugh
† Jessica Ann McVicker
† Celeste Yuan Mao
† Menard
† Braedan Elizabeth
† Jeffrey Merriman
† Matthew Brady Michel

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Ronney Aguiar Lopez
† Abdelmejid Ahmed
† Mohammed Nazar Al Madhi
† Armin Almadari
† Glenn Steven Albanese
† Matthew Earl Albin
† Faris Mohammed M. Alkhathami
†† Campbell David Allen
†† Manny Allen
†† Joseph Scott Allen II
† Hala Osama Alsabi
† Elijah K. Amo-Gottfried
†† Benjamin Gregory
† Arnsen
† Hagan Edward Artman
†† Maegan Elizabeth Bailer
† Madeline Ross Baird
† William Kirk Baird
†† Noah Howard Barber
†† Amber Lynn Bartley
† Joseph Clayton Baxter
†† Jacob Patrick Bayless
† Austin Harrison Beam
† Ryan Patrick Bearden
†† Maxwell George
† Bebealaar
† Margot Bechadergue
†† Kelsey Noelle Beeler
† Matthew Beisler
† Solomon Michael Belkin
† Brandon Michael Berney
† Robert Coleman Biesheult
†† Zachary Denver Bird
†† Samuel Sheehan Blake
†† Caroline Palmer Blalock
††† Brianna Marie Blasi
† Jared Andrew Borah
† Franklin Pierce Boyd
† Philip James Brenn
† Austin Nicholas Brewer
† Sarah Anne Brill
† Ethan Asher Brown
† Jade Natori Brown
† Shane Graham Brown
† Austin Lee Bullitt
† Rachael Ann Burch
† Leandra Lynnette Burrell
† David Campo
† Alyssa Dawn Carinder
† Nicholas George Carnicero
††† Catherine Min Casey
† Caleb Scott Caster
† Blake Browning
† Chadwick
† Coleman Paul Chaudoine
† John Jordan Chawk
††† Tessa Isabelle Chilton
† Dustin William Cole
† Samantha Rae Conway
† Aaron Thomas Cook
† Camille Alexandria Cooper
† Emily Arlene Corso
††† John William Costel
† Kyle Cousin
† Matthew Enrico Covington
† Noah Edward Coy
† Brandon Sterling Crosier
†† Aaron Ryan Crum
††† Katherine Flynn
† Cummins
† Don Cun
† Bryce Lloyd Daniels
† Marc Austin Daniels
† Shy Ra Jodi Davrille
†† Kayla Nicole Davenport
†† Alexander O’Neal Davis
† Andrew Nathan Davis
† Britanny Dawn Davis
† Spencer Douglas Dee
† Shyna Glee Attilo Dela Pena
† Jackson Colby
† Dillingham
† Trang Thuy Do
† Jacob Michael Doyle
†† Matthew James
† Dulczewski
† Jackson Tyler Dunn
† Ryan Andrew Eaton
† Erix Tyler Edwards
† Jacob Allen Eibel
† Mason Edward Elpers
† Chuma J. Eneje
† Tucker Enrico Eto
† Dalton Lee Everett
† Zachary Allen Ewing
† Jack Robert Fagot
† Emma Renee Figg
† Tyler Joseph Fitzgerald
† Christian Haylie Foster
† Keegan T. Fouke
† Rachel Elaine Fox
† Rachael M. Frank
† Christen Jerome Franklin
† Makenzie Rayne Frazier
† Joshua Mark Frissoara
† Marcos Miguel Fuster
† Owen Patrick Gally
† Richard Anthony Garr
† Mitchell M.J. Gehl
† Michael Kenneth Glaser
† Noel Thomas Glenn-Sluder
† Austin Everett Goldman
†† Madison Rose Graves
† Taven Lamarr Graves
† Bryce Christopher Green
† Joshua Green
† Carmyn Alexys
† Greenwood
†† AnnMarie Grace
† Habelow
† Caitlyn Grace Hacker
† Taylor Lynn Haley
†† Allison Hall
† Damon Puckett Hall
† Dylan M. Hampton
†† Nazia Hasan
†† Liam Daniel Hayes
†† Jessie Martin Hehn
† Pablo Adrian Hernandez
†† Megan Kimberly
† Hertzenberg
† Reese Parker Higgins
† Samuel Ur Hildreth
† Seth Joseph Hinkle
† Kailyn Ncyle Hinton
† Kelsey Marie Hintz
† William Edwin Hisle III
†† Daniel Isaac Hodges
† Jennifer Lynn Hogan
† Michael W. Holmes
† Elizabeth K. Howard
†† Rachel Nicole Howard
† Meredith Nicole Hughes
†† Cameron Drew Hunt
† Tyjuan Kyrell Israel
† Blake Allen Jackson
† Matthew Davis Jackson
† Nathan Andrew Jackson
† Jann Leobhen De Paula
† Jaloando-on
† Blake Everett Jennings
† Zachary Thane
† Johnson
† Charles Joshua
† Johnson Jr.
††† Kathryn Paulette Justus
†† Kitrina Renae Justus
† Adam Irvin Kaelin
† Dylan Robert Kaelin
† Amanda Lynn Keaton
† Natalie Lauren Keel
† Lauren Ann Kessinger
† Daniel Kimbell
† Tyler Blake Kimm
† Anna Mae King
† Brendan Michael-West
† King
† Andrew Chaim Klein
† Emma Nicole Knaley
† Kelly Ann Koch
† Shelby Nicole Koch
† Amel Korac
† Jordan Michaela Kraski
† Justus Kipketer Kurgat
† Garrett Scott L’Heureux
†† James Granton
† Larimore
†† Noah John Layman
† Bradley Allen Layten
† Adam Craig Leite
† Lee Gabriel Lenkoff
† Megan Rene Lepley
† Andy Nianxing Lin
† Bryanna Dominique Linton
† Christopher Alexander Lund
† Jason Luong
† Scott Nguyen Luong
† Sean Patrick Madden
† Erika Nicole Maglasang
† Jabez Andrew Mahan
† Marcus Lawrence Maier
† Jermaine Richard Malloy
† Sartaj Singh Mann
† Jack Edward Marecki
† Bradley Gerhard Martin
† Efrain Vo Martinez
† John Joseph Mast Jr.
† Austin T. Mattingly
† Jessica Rae Mattingly
† Sawyer McKinley
† Mattingly
† Alexis Simone May
† Ramsey Connor Mayne
† Kaeli McCarty
† Conner Allen McClure
† Ian Douglas McDuff
† Kali Elizabeth McHugh
† Jessica Ann McVicker
† Celeste Yuan Mao
† Menard
† Braedan Elizabeth
† Jeffrey Merriman
† Matthew Brady Michel
Meelan Mishra
Nathan James Moran
† Eric Lee Morris
Mitchell Morris
Robert Charles Muntis
James Thomas Murphy
† John Murphy
 Evan B. Murray
† Ryan Daniel Murray
† Madeline Marie Newport
Kelly Mai Nguyen
Kevin Hiep Nguyen
Nicholas Blair Nuccio
Colin Robert O’Bryan
Kelly Nicole O’Neil
Reginald Russell Owens
Frank Joseph Pallante
Andrew H. Parker
Callie Ann Pass
Gayatri A. Patel
† Keyurbhai Tarunbhai Patel
† Shaval M. Patel
Denis G. Perez Ramirez
Jackson Scott Perkins
Brandon Patrick Peterson
†† Scott Michael
Pettyjohn II
††† Elyse Lenora Saturnina Portal
Breanna Porter
† Casey Mae Porter
† Caroline Rane Poteet-Berndt
† Amber Dawn Powell
Bobby Taka Poynter
Christopher M. Price
Jai'Marya Alexis Prince
† Claire Alexandra Puffer
Ryan Tyler Pyle
†† Ethan Bradford
Quatkemeyer
† John Forester Quinlan
Trevor M.J. Rawleigh
† Erica Renee Reed
† Daniel Earl Rees
† Nicholas Alan Reichert
Gabriela Lucia Reina Riley
Evan William Reinert
Spencer Edward Reu
†† Grant Ellison Reynolds
† Kelsey Hope Ridener
Jacob Daniel Risinger
† Cole Alexander Roberts
† Emily Grace Robertson
Gabriel Alexander Rolink
Zoie E. Ross
Ashleigh Elizabeth Russo
Robert Adam Rutledge
Fabien Salle
† Christian Harrison Salthe
Ethan Tate Sammons
Matthias Josef Schmid
Jordan Kenneth Schuld
Dino Selimovic
Jonathan Matthew Selvage
Matthew Ryan Sexton
Elizabeth Nicole Shockley
Hilton Nyandaboe Siaffa
Emma Grace Siciliano
† John Morgan Sizemore
Brandon Shane Micheal Sloan-Bachelor
Kianna Smith
† Zachary A. Smith
Nikolaos Sofianidis
Yusimi Sollet Ruiz
Eddie Leo Song
Erik M. Sorensson
† Liam James Spencer
Thomas Michael Spiritoso
Samuel D. Steele
Jacob Alan Stofor
Jalen Mae Story
Garrett Michael Stull
† Brendan Robert Sullivan
††† Robert Paul Sutherland
Eric Robert Sweeney
Dawson Joel Swindler
Christopher L. Talley
† Zachary Brent Taylor
†† Christopher Thomas
Matthew C. Thomas
Julie Kathryn Thompson
ZalimKhan Tkhagazitov
† Makayla B. Trapp
Jordan Joseph Tuemler
Dylan Reid Vance
Renate Monika van Tonder
Benton Lee Vibbert
Gabrielle Nicole Vincent
Bayleigh Elise Vorbrink
Austin Joel Walker
Katherine Elizabeth Walker
Wesley Kyle Walker
Brittany Davis Walsh
Ruomei Wang
† Emily Lauren Wantland
Luke Alexander Wathen
Jerry Lamont Watkins
Marvin Lucas Weaver
Phillip Heinz Wellmann
† Aaron Marcus Wesley
Alexis Mone’t White
Alexis Caroline Whitfield
Matthew Tyler Wilcher
† Ashley Nicole Will
Garrett Marshall Will
† Quaja Janae Wimbledon
Hannah Jean Winner
Elijah Thomas Wojcik
Matt Robert Woldorf
Holly Kate Wurth
Asmay Matios Zeru

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Matthew Earl Albin
Owen Charles Armao
† Molly Grace Baldock
† Amber Lynn Bartley
†† Madison Leigh Bowlds
Destiny Tatyana Caldwell
Travis Jacob Clemens
Connor James Cowell
† Eli Jordan Graff
† Anthony Devon Lamont Graham
Kayla Frances Hatfield
Anna Mae King
†† Brittany Lowe
Kyle Joseph McGlothlin
Alexandra McNicholas
John Kenneth McNicol
† Natalie Lynn Middleton
† Arannet Perez
Keegan Warren Perry
Ryan Tyler Pyle
† Cole Alexander Roberts
Veronica Roxanne Vaughn

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Equine Administration
Davis Joseph Klein
Joel Wayne Stephens

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Accounting
Kristin Grace Ayres
Alexa Lynn Caravona
Erin Elizabeth Daugherty
Jade Alexandra Gooch
Lauren Hartlage
Allison Faye Hawkins
Viktoria Kovylina
Olivia Faye Hawkins
Mark Jacob Terry
Juliane Vo
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Outstanding Graduate: Ivanna Paola Duran

Outstanding Graduate Student: Anna Kathleen Deters

Department of Elementary, Middle, and Secondary Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education: Eva Gabrielle Holiday

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Middle and Secondary Education: Whitney Erin Marples

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader with English as a Second Language Endorsement: Nirmal Guragai, Lila Mishra

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - English: Hannah Marie Mogan Lancaster, Hannah I. Lipman, Jessica Lynn Sharpenstein

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Business Education: Chester Samuel Delph

Chuck Thompson Award for Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching Award: Jessica Lynn Sharpenstein

Outstanding Teacher CARDS: Jessica Boulduc, Joseph Burrell, Kaarmel Eaves, Jenna Fracasso, Ashley Greene

Janine Hogan, Tanika Irvin, Elizabeth Jones, Sabrina Price, James Wassom

Department of Special Education, Early Childhood, and Prevention Science

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education: Mia Francis Geneva Jackson

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Elementary Education: Isabel Serena Hope Angeles, Tahlia Briel Black, Scott D. Nicely

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Learning and Behavior Disorders: Journey Maejean Olaivar, Lindsey Elaine Smith

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Moderate and Severe Disabilities: Megan Breann Baldwin, Sophia Marie Norberg

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader in Elementary Education: Janine Danielle Hogan

Outstanding Graduate Student in Applied Behavior Analysis: Rachel Lynnee Terry
Outstanding Student Teacher - Elementary Education
Isabel Serena Hope Angeles
Catherine Hope Barber
Tahlia Briel Black
Chaley Micah Trail

Outstanding Student Teacher - Learning and Behavior Disorders
Journey Maejean Olaivar
Lindsey Elaine Smith

Outstanding Student Teacher - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Megan Breann Baldwin
Carmel Elizabeth Dobbins

Outstanding Master of Arts in Student Teaching - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Jason Tyler Hand
Alecia Laura Vaughn

Outstanding Professional Disposition Award
Hannah Elizabeth Goss
Nirmal Guragai
Olivia Taylor Harris
Janine Danielle Hogan
Lila Mishra

Joe Wilkes Award for Outstanding Student Teacher of Elementary Education
Isabel Serena Hope Angeles
Tahlia Briel Black

Delta Zeta Award Special Education: In Honors of Gladys George Corley
Sophia Marie Norberg

Delta Zeta Award Special Education: In Honors of Julia Heil Sikora
Jenna Ashlyn Price

Diane Kyle Award for Outstanding Community Engagement
Jenna Michelina Fracasso

Department of Leadership, Evaluation and Organizational Development

Outstanding Doctorate of Education (Ed.D) Student Award
Christopher Kevin Flores
Cassandra Gail Woods

Outstanding Education Specialist (Ed.S) Student Award
Kelly Scott Hash

Outstanding Master of Arts Student in Higher Education Administration
Anna Kathleen Deters
Austin Michael Boots

Outstanding Military Student in Higher Education Award
Jameson John Bligh
Bryson Earl Randall

Outstanding Organizational Leadership & Learning (OLL) Student Award
Quinones Demetrius Corniel, Jr.
Kelly H. Dix
Jeffrey Ryan Nesbit

Malcolm S. Knowles Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Lynnetta DeNee Bryant
Robert Dennis Dinsmore
Tina Marie Flatebo
Tiffany N. Skaggs

Organizational Leadership and Learning Community Engagement
Tina Marie Flatebo
Zachary Jason Gale

Blake Haselton Community Change Agent
Robert Stephen Fulk
Mackenzie B. Wright

Christopher Frey Military Learner Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Braxton Alexander Parisi
Resilience Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Leslee Janett Martin
Lorraynna Lynnette Polk
Jeffrey Walters Reinking

Human Resource Education Community Engagement Award
Aimee Dara Shaw
Anthony Tarver

R. Wayne Pace Award - Human Resource Education
Terrell Lamont Foley
Tanisha Rachelle Hackett
Lenae Rochelle Price
Olivia Leigh Timmerman

Sheila D. Bridgeman Student Collegiality Award
Michael Keith Eggleton
Brian J. Holahan

Department of Health and Sport Sciences

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Exercise Science
Ivanna Paola Duran
Macey Kathryn Higdon
Carley Anne Lowe
Ashlyn Marie Schoof
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Schorr

Outstanding Graduate Student - Exercise Physiology
Mitchell Robert Prather
Alexandria Cezanne VanHoover

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award - Sport Administration
David Edward Christopher Littlejohn
Grace Marie O'Malley

Outstanding Graduate Student Award - Sport Administration
Chandler Brandes
Dustin William Watts

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Physical Education Preparation
Jasmine Katrice Cole

William Weinberg Award for Outstanding Graduate Student - Physical Education Teacher Preparation
Courtney Davonne Henry

Ellis J. Mendelsohn Award
Priscilla Calvo Castillo
Nicholas Glen Kanine
Mitchell Robert Prather

Sue Hall Award
Erika Mikel Downey
Kayla Sue Dufton

John Heldman Academic Achievement Award
Bradley Daniel Blanchet
Ivanna Paola Duran
Macey Kathryn Higdon

Sherrill E. Brakmeier Award
Benjamin Wayne Engelbrecht

Savannah Walker Award for Social Justice
Makenli Reace Forrest
Nyasha Iman Jones

Joseph R. Trabue Award
Bradley Daniel Blanchet
Morgan Christine Friesen
Lauryn Christa Lee Kelly
Grant Thomas Mulligan

Clark F. Wood Award
Khayla Iman Lloyd
Alexandria Cezanne VanHoover

Department of Counseling and Human Development

Outstanding Graduate in Art Therapy Program
Mary Elizabeth Andrews
Willis E. Steer

Outstanding Graduate in Mental Health Counseling Program
Beatriz Ojeda Alberteris
Margaret Kathleen Huber

Outstanding Graduate in School Counseling Program
Daniel Mark Wise
Outstanding Graduate in Counseling Psychology
Andrea Marie Sinclair

Outstanding Graduate in College Student Personnel Program
Brianna Renee Smith

Erica J. Holloman Achievement Award
Daquarius Trevon Mahone

Professional Engagement Award
Tiffany Murray

Ron Denney College Student Personnel Peer Leader Award
Brianna Renee Smith

College Student Personnel Community Engagement Award
Tiffani Renee Thornton

Army ROTC Distinguished Military Graduate
Ethan Burke Center
Ivanna Paola Duran
Thomas L. Kotz Goodenough
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts
Adeel Ahmed
Jameson John Bligh
Austin Boots
Peter Byrne
Jordan Thomas Cayton
Justin Shawn Cline
Matthew John Cushing
Vernisha Mecolle Davis
Anna Kathleen Deters
Eric Matthew Dios
David Elijah Edwards
John Dominic Formica
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Gadsby
Edward Young Hall Jr.
Vernita Denise Handsborough
James Scott Harvie
Benjamin Lee Kilgore
Peter Michael Kilkenny
Richard P. Koch IV
Zachary Lepley
Carl Lambert Little
Deondre Lamont Long
Brian Malmgren
Ronald S. Manning
Christine Reyna Maxwell
Daniel Alberto Medrano
Ariel Sierra Moore
Kevin J. Moyer
Christopher George Nelson
Stephen Joseph Paniati
Colby Daniel Pepon
Bryson Earl Randall
Araya Ruthnarak
David Tyler Saint-Val
Daniel Samuelson
Daniel James Schmidt
Estefania Esther Snyder
Erik Solares
Denny Song
Gregory Michael Swayer
Cornell Livater Thomas
Flem Bowen Donnie Walker III
Juliann Colson Witthoeft
Vashaun Antonio Wrice
Michael Alan Wright

Master of Arts in Teaching
Michael Patmore Allara
Evan Drake Almeida
Nadya Abdelmater Badouan
Azaria Carisse Battle
Sydney Elise Becker
Grace Mary Burgin
Duquesne Rahm Cook
Ashlynn Davis
Meghan R. Dayringer
Chester Samuel Delph
Erika Mikel Downey
Kayla Sue Dutton
Elizabeth Hamill Dulski
Margaret Engelman
Etan Tov Garfinkle
Michael Joseph Holloway Gray
Mary Greenwell
Jason Tyler Hand
Carson Marie Harold
Courtney Davonne Henry
Ireland Rose Hill
James Andrew Howard
Kelly Hyberger
Deirdre Lynette Johnson
Kelsey Rene Kaiser
Jennifer Ann King
Alexander John Kleinke
Jackson Michael Krauser
Hannah Marie Mogan Lancaster
Gregory Lamont Linton
Hannah I. Lipman
Trey Lamont Maddox
Myranda Rosalia Rodriguez Miller
Rachel Patricia Molberger
Je’Coiya Jernai Moore
Anthony Dawyne Myrks-Brewer
Michael O’Connell III
Jules C. Picuri
Janessa Lea Puckett
Jessica Lowery Rose
Stephanie O’Connor Rossetti
Kathryn Marie Santivasci
Jessica Lynn Sharpenstein
Kayla Smith
Weldon John Smith
Shanelle Nicole Smith-Hasan
Naaila R. Taylor
Deanna Carrell Thomas
Alecia L. Vaughn
Donald M. Wallace
Bethany Noel Wright-Goetzinger

Master of Education
Tracy E. Adams
Mary Elizabeth Andrews
Hanna Lynn Arney
Jessica L. Bolduc
Nicole Raeann Brangan
Amber Vernell Bruce
Joseph Barrett Burrell
Victoria Lee Connolly
Bethany Layne Dowling
Mark Anthony Duckwall
Natalie Sue Fiepke
Jenna Michelina Fracasso
Stephen John Gordon
Ashley Lynn Greene
Edward Cottrell Groton
Nirmal Guragai
Amber Marie Harrington-Larvick
Janine Danielle Hogan
Margaret Kathleen Huber
Tanika Michelle Irvin
Elizabeth Marie Jones Daquarius Trevor Mahone
Lauren Michelle Marietta
Lila Mishra
Tiffany Murray
Beatriz Ojeda Alberteris
Ashlee Morgan Prewitt
Sabrina Marie Price
Shelby Marie Rich
Amanda Marie Shircliffe
Monica E. Shottzbarger
Emily Sarah Shouse
Jessica Lynn Simpson
Andrea Marie Sinclair
Brianna Renee Smith
Stephen R. Springer
Willis E. Steer
Rachel Lynnee Terry
Tiffani Renee Thornton
Emily Elizabeth Ward
James Isaac Wassom

Master of Science
Douglas Michael Arnold
Meredith Ellen Bell
Lynn Edgar Bradley
Chandler Brandes
Stephanie Marie Burdorf
Priscilla Calvo Castillo
Jaclyn Ann Camacho
Melissa Chien-le Chang
Amy L. Cleveland
Christopher Edward Colborn Jr.
Jesse Adam DiLuzio
Darrin Gregory Dukes
Kyle Anthony Echsner
Michael Keith Eggleton
Yesenia Figueroa
Clement Filho
Terrell Lamont Foley
Macey Dale Ford
Michael Rocco Gallucci
Kyle Lee Gerner
Gareth D. Gorman
Brett Royal Goss
Tanisha Rachelle Hackett
Annelise Mariah Hackney
Wesley Tre’ Hagler
Cassandra Rose Hausfeld
Phillip Anthony Hicks
Brian J. Holahan
Tiffany Nicole Holley
Amber J. Horne
Halee Charlen Hudson
Taylor Lenora Jackson
Khalid Rais Jones

College of Education and Human Development
Anna Kathleen Deters
Austin Boots
Jameson John Bligh
Adeel Ahmed
Abigail Leigh Wright
Breanna Marie Wonderly
Jeremy Clayton West
Dustin William Watts
Alexandria Cezanne
Timothy F. Travis Jr.
Olivia Leigh Timmerman
Stephanie Rae
Anthony Tarver
Stephanie Rae Thieneman
Olivia Leigh Timmerman
Timothy F. Travis Jr.
Alexandra Cezanne VanHoover
Dustin William Watts
Jeremy Clayton West
Breanna Marie Wonderly
Abigail Leigh Wright
James Scott Harvie
Ancia E. Ifill
Deondre Lamont Long
Daniel Alberto Medrano
Kevin J. Moyer
Stephen Joseph Paniati
Colby Daniel Pepin
David Tyler Saint-Val
Cornell Livater Thomas
Michael Alan Wright

Graduate Certificate in Autism and Applied Behavior Analysis
Amy Rae Hall

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education
Christopher Ryan Barton
Maxwell Boakye
Cynthia Rose Dickerson
Timothy Blake Followell
Jennifer Rebecca Aller Hamm
Frances Hardin-Fanning
Kimberly Elyse Heller
Katerina Kavvadia
Sabrina Constance Rainey
Chithra P. Ram
Casey Stewart Saulman
Katherine Patrice Schuster
Janice E. Sullivan
Brian Jeremy Williams

Bachelor of Science
John Patrick Albers
Nicolas James Albiero
Joshua Allen Alt
Jordan Renee Anderson
Rebecca L. Anderson
Rachael Lorraine Anglin
Kady Garrick Arant
Alexia Amber Arens
Alexis Mikayle Ashby
Jon David Atchison
Samantha Marie Baker
Cameron Lee Barrett
Audrey Anne Barry
Lana Bree Batson
Alec Jaggars Bee
Emily Anne Bell
Rebecca R. Berry
Anthony John Bertuca
Emma Rae Betancourt
Bernice Ann Bigham
Caroline Palmer Blalock
Bradley Daniel Blanchet
Courtney Nicole Blank
Christel Leigh Blocker
Rickie E. Boller
Jokena Marshallwa Bond
Jack C. Broaddus
Daniel Scott Brooks
Demi Rene Brooks
Luke T. Brown
Madison Diane Browning
Lynnetta DeNee Bryant

Jonathan Guenter Burnett
Brennan Douglas Byrd
Drew Aaron Campbell
Jacob Michael Carli
George Shelton Case
Haley Louise Catlett
Ethan Burke Center
Demetrio Cervantes
Misti Dawn Chan
Matthew Henry Clark
Shawn Ray Clark
Drew Aaron Clements
John Robert Clifford III
Donna Baise Cockerill
Jasmine Katrice Cole
Dion Kareem Copeland
Quinones Demetrios Corniel Jr.
Maggie Jean Crepps
Marcus David Curry
Bayley Nicole Dahl
Logan Edward Daugherity

Dwayne Forrest Depp II
Kaylyn Marie Dick
Robert Dennis Dinsmore
Kelly H. Dix
Carley Michelle Doll
Iris Faith Donahue
Lena Catherine Duffy
Lucas Hollmann-Ray Dunn
Ivanna Paola Duran
Matt Emig
Benjamin Wayne Engelbrecht
Dana Kiana Evans
Michael Scott Ewing
Victoria Hope Farley
Jay Michael Farmer
Robert Carson Fehler
Addison Paige Fessler
Rodney Lewis Fields
Tyrone Anthony Fields
Troy Fischer
Tina Marie Flatebo
Yasmean Mikalah-Ann Fogle
Griffin Walter Foley
Makenli Reace Forrest
Allen Foss
Amelia Fougerousse
Morgan Christine Friesen
Olivia Jean Gabriel
Zachary Jason Gale
Grant Michael Gourley
Lucas Aaron Graham
William Thomas Hahn IV
Alexis K. Hamilton
Kyle Christopher Hardesty
Eboney LaTell Harding
Erika Altonnise Hawkins
Brianna Michele Hayes
David Lee Heaton
Kacie Madison
Heichelbech
Cameron Brody Heil
Macey Kathryn Higdon
Anna Rebekah Hildbrand
Carissa Cheyenne Hoskins
Kyah Jennifer Howard
William Thomas Huber
Kadee Lee Hudson
John Collier Huff
Erica Lynn Huston
Adam Christopher Janes

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

College of Education and Human Development
Jeffrey Walters Reinking
Daniel Christopher Janes
Brianna Michele Hayes
Adam Christopher Janes
Danielle R. Mandoza
Ashlyn Marie Schoof
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Schorr
Benjamin William Schrand
Jack Christopher Scott
Makennah Morgan Shaw
Peyton James Shoemaker
Clint D. Singleton II
Tiffany N. Skaggs
Conrad Carl Snyder
Kourtlyn Holly Smallwood
Asiah Elizabeth Smith
Camille Marae Smith
Whitley Dawn Smith
Jacob Thomas Snider
Ryan C’mone Spence
Vicky Rae Sperard
Alexis L. Stewart
Kenny D. Stone
Jodi Darlene Sudiswa
Peter Alan Swain
Keleigh Shae Sweeney
Seth Thompson Tatum
Abigail Marie Thompson
Jason Alan Townsend
Justina Loretta Tulino
Savannah Leigh VanGotum
Steven Richard Vance
Christian Vennemann
John Phillip Von Handorf
Marcus Scott Ward
Lauryn M. Watts
Zachary James Wegenast
Daniel Louis Wheeler
Daniel Hunter White
Sharon Leigh Williams
Sierra De’Von Williams
Landon Kyle Wilson
Jaksen William Wine
Emily N. Wiseheart
Anna M. Wood
Jacob Ryan Woods
Daphne Leigh Woolridge
Kendall Ann Wright
Emmaline Billie Wuensch
Veronica Wunderlich
Zoey Nicole Yount
Yolimar Zayas
Craig Ziliak

Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

Candidate for Magna Cum Laude

Candidate for Cum Laude

Certificate in Healthcare Leadership

Jon David Atchison
Sina Suzanne McElroy
Braxton Alexander Parisi
Lorrainna Lynnette Polk

Certificate in Human Resource Leadership

Rebecca R. Berry
Angela Marie Black
John Robert Clifford III
Robert Dennis Dinsmore
Rodney Lewis Fields
William Thomas Hahn IV
Brianna Michele Hayes
Adam Christopher Janes
Danielle R. Mandoza
Cynthia Dawn McCord
Crystal Michelle McRae
Franklin R. Moore
Danielle Elizabeth O’Brien
Jeffrey Walters Reinking
Tiffany N. Skaggs
Kenny D. Stone
John Phillip Von Handorf
Marcus Scott Ward
Jacob Ryan Woods
Craig Ziliak

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Commencement Symbols and Traditions

University commencement ceremonies are important symbols of the continuity of university education and the traditions that underlie this education. Participants will notice at least three unique qualities to the University’s commencement—the mace, the regalia, and the processionals.

The Mace

The mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. Originally it was a weapon of offense, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It was a giant club which came to be associated with brave men who fought to protect the king’s person. Maces were borne by sergeants-at-arms to protect Phillip II of France and Richard I of England.

The use of maces for civic purposes began about the middle of the thirteenth century. By the sixteenth century they were covered with silver and used by several cities. In 1649, the House of Commons obtained a mace and in 1756, a silver mace was made for the Colony of South Carolina, which is still used in the state capitol of Columbia. As a symbol of authority, the mace usually has arms engraved on or near the top and these or a cross may be protected by a coronet or arched crown.

In commencement processions, the mace is carried in before the president or chancellor and the dignitaries composing the platform party. Along with historic and colorful costumes, flags, and regalia of office, it stands for order and authority.

In the fall of 1966, the University of Louisville commissioned John Prangnell, sculptor and assistant professor of Fine Arts, to prepare a university mace. Prangnell’s approach was to avoid the standard format used for such maces and to develop an instrument to convey the University’s involvement with the future. The result is a gold-plated mace, the head of which maintains free-flowing upswept lines with a number of indentations and inserts, one of them cherry wood, to symbolize the uncertainties and the hidden beauties of the future and higher education’s part in it. The mace is therefore a piece of modern symbolic art rather than a replica of standard medieval forms. The mace was accepted by the UofL Board of Trustees on June 11, 1967.

The Academic Regalia

The tradition of gowns and hoods being worn as academic regalia at graduation ceremonies stems from a distinctive style of academic dress that emerged in the first universities in Europe in the twelfth century. The style was influenced by the fact that masters and scholars at that time were usually members of the clergy. For example, in 1222 at the Council of Oxford, the Archbishop of Canterbury ordered English clerics to wear the *cappa clausa* - a closed, flowing gown based on a lay fashion of the period. As a result, this garment came to be regarded as academic dress for university masters who, as clerics, wore it. Later, when the clergy neglected the rule in general, the garment was recognized as an exclusively academic one.

The *pileus*, a common headdress of medieval laymen, was adopted by the Church at the Synod of Bergamo (1311) and became typical headwear at the universities. The caps and tams worn by faculty are a direct descendant of the *pileus*. The *pileus quadratus*, or square cap, is today’s mortarboard worn by most graduates.

The hood as an academic vestment originated from the cowl worn by monks in the Middle Ages as protection against inclement European weather. It was worn over a short cape known as a tippet, and had a tail, known as a liripipe, which was used to pull the hood over the head and wrapped around the throat to keep the hood in place. Today the tippet remains as part of the hood and, although the hood is never worn on the head, the liripipe is retained as the funnel-shaped hood.

The tradition of wearing the hood hanging down the back is said to be derived from the practice of medieval monks, many of whom were solicitors in the King’s Court, who used the bag-like hanging hood as a “contribution bowl” for clients and well wishers. Early scholars used the hood to collect the fees for lectures.

Colors have long been significant in denoting different academic disciplines and, more recently, levels of scholastic achievement. Standard gowns of different shape, length and sleeve design indicate the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The robes of the President, Provost, Chair of the Board of Trustees, and Grand Marshal represent the office, not the degree.
Hoods and Tassels
The distinctive colors in the hoods and the tassels of the caps accord with the following table:

Audiology ........................................ Spruce Green
Business ........................................ Drab
Dentistry ........................................ Lilac
Education ........................................ Light Blue
Engineering ..................................... Orange
Fine Arts .......................................... Brown
Information Sciences ....................... Gold
Law .................................................. Purple
Liberal Arts ...................................... White
Library Science ............................... Lemon
Medicine ......................................... Kelly Green
Music .............................................. Pink
Nursing .......................................... Apricot
Philosophy ...................................... Dark Blue
Public Administration ...................... Peacock Blue
Public Health ................................. Salmon Pink
Science ......................................... Gold
Social Work ..................................... Citron

The tassels on the caps of the seniors indicate by this table the nature of their degrees. In the hoods of the faculty and guests, the color of the border indicates the type of degree, while the lining of the hood shows colors of the university which bestowed the degree.

Banners
The school and college banners display the colors of the academic units. The red and black border represents the University and the diagonal stripes display the following colors:

Arts and Sciences ................................ White and Gold
Business ........................................ Drab
Dentistry ........................................ Lilac
Education and Human Development ....... Light Blue
Graduate ......................................... Blue
Law ................................................ Purple
Medicine ......................................... Kelly Green
Music .............................................. Pink
Nursing .......................................... Apricot
Public Health and Information Sciences ... Salmon Pink and Gold
Social Work ..................................... Citron
Speed ............................................ Orange and Gold

Golden Key International Honour Society
The blue and gold honor cords are worn by members of the Golden Key National Honour Society. Students are from all schools and colleges of the University of Louisville.

Mortar Board National Honor Society
Mortar Board is a national college honor society which recognizes seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. Mortar Board members wear silver and gold cords.

Tau Sigma National Honor Society
Tau Sigma is the national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma members wear burgundy cords.

Students Graduating With Honors
Students graduating with honors are identified by honor cords. Students graduating Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and red cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a red cord; and students graduating Cum Laude wear a gold cord.

A copy of the program book is published online and available to print at: louisville.edu/commencement/program-book

This publication was prepared by the University of Louisville and printed with state funds KRS 57.375.
The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution and does not discriminate against persons because of race, age, religion, sex, handicap, color or national origin.
U of L is a registered trademark for the University of Louisville and cannot be reproduced or used without written permission from the university.
Alma Mater & Alumni Song

We thy sons and daughters stand,
To sing thy highest praise,
With deepest rev’rence in our hearts,
For these our college days.
Thy honor true we all defend,
‘Tis known we love thee well.
Our thoughts for years to come will be
Of thee, our UofL.
Now our thoughts go back to you,
Our Alma Mater dear,
To days gone by with friends we loved
Now scattered far and near
On shaded walks and campus green,
Your sons and daughters true,
With voices raised and spirits high
Sing loud their praise to you.